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After a 2015 season full of victories, Campagnolo® is 
happy to welcome back several of the strongest teams in 
cycling to the Campagnolo® family and looks forward to 
producing components that will give them an edge in being 
even more competitive this year. Movistar and its general 
manager Eusebio Unzuè have one of the longest running 
relationships with the Italian brand and will continue to add 
to their already historic list of successes aboard Campagnolo®. 
However, it will be difficult to top the performance of Movistar’s 
last two seasons which saw them win the overall N°1 Ranking 
for UCI World Tour teams. The 2016 roster includes such talent 
as Alejandro Valverde, Nairo Quintana and Alex Dowsett and 
with all riding atop both Campagnolo® EPSTM and Campagnolo® 
high performance wheels, improving on last year will be a 
difficult but is a definitely possible goal.

MOVISTAR

THE BEST TEAMS CHOOSE CAMPAGNOLO®

For over 80 years, the quality and precision of Campagnolo® products have accompanied big 
names like Coppi, Gimondi, Merckx and Indurain in their many victories in the past. Still 
today, our company is right there alongside the stars of modern cycling such as Vincenzo 
Nibali and Nairo Quintana respectively the winners of the Tour 2014/Giro 2016 and Giro 2014, 
using the components and wheels of our historic brand. 
Again in 2016, the best cyclists will be able to count on the excellent quality and top-level 
performance that have always made our Italian-brand products stand out.
Thanks to the contribution in terms of technology, reliability and performance that our 
components make in achieving victory in all classes of race, many teams on different levels 
choose Campagnolo® for their racing season.

In 2016: 3 teams in the UCI World Tour, 3 UCI Professional Continental Teams, 12 UCI 
Continental Teams, 4 UCI Women’s Teams and many others.

Astana Pro Team, one of the most powerful teams from last 
season, has further boosted the composition of its team for 2016.
After Fabio Aru’s amazing success in the Vuelta 2015 and the 
recent victory of Vincenzo Nibali at the Giro d’Italia 2016 , this 
team is now ready to exceed its recent results. 
Vincenzo Nibali, Jakob Fuglsang, Lieuwe Westra, Lars 
Boom and their teammates, will be able to count on the accuracy 
and performance of the Campagnolo® EPSTM drivetrain with the 
aim of a fantastic season that sees the magnificent double dream 
of the Giro-Tour.

ASTANA PRO TEAM

Lotto-Soudal will continue to compete at the highest level 
with equipment designed and produced in Campagnolo® 
facilities. With over 100 victories to his name Andrè Greipel 
hopes to continue his efforts to make sprinting history with 
the help of a great lead-out train in addition to the precision 
of his Campagnolo® EPSTM group and reactivity of his 
Campagnolo® BoraTM wheels.

LOTTO-SOUDAL
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ADRIA MOBIL

AMORE & VITA
SELLE SMP

TEAM COUNTRY FRAME 

ADRIA MOBIL SLO SPECIALIZED

AMORE & VITA - SELLE SMP UKR CIPOLLINI

2016 UCI CONTINENTAL2016 UCI PRO-CONTINENTAL  

Campagnolo® proudly supports many Continental teams so that the technology, innovation and 
performance of its products can support the efforts of a broad range of athletes from numerous 
nations and continents.

Bardiani CSF Pro Team has put together perhaps the youngest 
team in professional cycling in an effort to grow youth talent 
in Italy, such as Nicola Boem, Edoardo Zardini and Sonny 
Colbrelli , for the world stage while still striving for success in 
the biggest races cycling has to offer. The young, completely 
Italian team, from the riders and staff to the sponsors, will 
count on Campagnolo®  technology for precise and speedy 
transmission to guide them in their quest for victory.

BARDIANI CSF

Team Nippo - Vini Fantini continue to battle it out not only 
in important Asian races but will also put forth their talent 
and drive in several European races this season as well, with 
Eduard Grosu, Pierpaolo De Negri and Damiano Cunego.

The team is set to improve upon the numerous international 
victories of the past season aboard their fully Campagnolo® 
equipped De Rosa Protos bikes in 2016. 

The Gazprom-Rusvelo team forms a part of the Russian 
Global Cycling Project aimed at developing talent within 
Russia, growing cycling within its borders and promoting the 
image of Russia as a force to be reckoned with in the global 
cycling arena.
The team starts its fifth season hoping for a quality leap, 
both on the men’s and the women’s side with the young 
athletes Roman Maikin, Sergey Firsanov and Evgeny 
Shalunov will be sure to perform above their Campagnolo® 
built Colnago.

NIPPO - VINI FANTINI

GAZPROM-RUSVELO
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EqUIPE CYCLISTE 
ARMEE DE TERRE

JLT CONDOR

KINAN CYCLING TEAM 

CHRISTINA JEWELRY 
PRO CYCLING

D’AMICO BOTTECCHIA

TEAM COUNTRY FRAME 

CHRISTINA JEWELRY PRO CYCLING GER REVEN

D’AMICO BOTTECCHIA ITA BOTTECCHIA

TEAM COUNTRY FRAME

EQUIPE CYCLISTE ARMEE DE TERRE FRA CIPOLLINI

JLT CONDOR GBR CONDOR

KINAN CYCLING TEAM JPN YONEX

2016 UCI CONTINENTAL2016 UCI CONTINENTAL

Thanks to its direct collaboration with the teams, Campagnolo® is able to provide a performance 
advantage to the next generation of world-class cyclists. 
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KSPO

STRONGMAN 
CAMPAGNOLO WILIER

Special National Team:
TEAM RWANDA CYCLING

ALè CIPOLLINI

WIGGLE HIGH5

TEAM COUNTRY FRAME

KSPO KOR BIANCHI

STRONGMAN CAMPAGNOLO WILIER COL WILIER

TEAM RWANDA CYCLING RWA PINARELLO

TEAM COUNTRY FRAME

ALè CIPOLLINI ITA CIPOLLINI

WIGGLE HIGH5 GBR COLNAGO

2016 UCI WOMAN2016 UCI CONTINENTAL

The growth of the women’s competitive cycling movement is exciting as a whole new cornucopia 
of talented athletes finally have the venue to showcase their talents both at an amateur and 
professional level. Campagnolo® has been a dedicated part of this effort for some time and has 
always believed heavily in the value of female cycling, values its past relationships with some 
of the most talented riders in the women’s peloton and is dedicated to continuing to offer a 
technical advantage to those special athletes who choose to ride our products. 
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ROMA

NEW YORK

SAN DIEGO

GRANFONDO CAMPAGNOLO
Campagnolo, which out of choice and by tradition wants to be always right there alongside the pros 
and “granfondo” fans, has selected over recent years, three great events for promotion of its brand, 
with the aim of offering a true, unique cycling experience in Campagnolo® style.  Those participating 
must be able to appreciate every single event, each in a personal, unique and marvelous way.

Granfondo Campagnolo Roma: the combination with Rome, 
the eternal city, capital and unequalled vehicle of history, 
tradition, culture and distinctiveness, was strongly desired 
from the start and has now reached its third edition with great 
success in terms of number of participants from all over the 
world. It is without doubt a unique emotion over and above a 
sporting experience. 
 

Campagnolo Granfondo New York shares with Rome the 
prestige and the excitement of the skyline. Ancient times 
for Rome and modern ones for New York. Both symbolically 
strong, both able to attract the interest of aficionados all over 
the world because, in addition to the muscles in the legs, it 
will also trigger a reaction in the muscle that keeps us alive, 
the seat of our emotions: the heart.

Campagnolo Granfondo San Diego is probably one of the first 
events organized in America to have picked up on the concept 
and the spirit of the Italian granfondos. Again in this case, 
organization, logistics, location and atmosphere “made in 
Italy” are in pure Campagnolo style. 
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CAMPAGNOLO
APRON

CAMPAGNOLO
T-SHIRT

CAMPAGNOLO
BOTTLE

CAMPAGNOLO
WALLCLOCK

As the hashtag says, #thoseintheknow choose Campagnolo® and those that choose Campagnolo® 
do so not only because they are sure of getting their hands on some of the most performance 
oriented, reliable and sophisticated componentry for cycling available but also due to what 
Campagnolo® represents. 
Products made with passion that exude a pure and authentic cycling tradition will give a defi nite 
race winning advantage but also communicate that the rider is one who takes a great deal of 
pride in his cycling and expects something more from his time in the saddle. If you are of a similar 
mindset then your dedication to authentic cycling shouldn’t be limited only to your time in the 
saddle. 

Thanks to the recently launched Campagnolo® E-Store you can fi nd fantastic products that show 
your affi nity towards the most iconic cycling brand ever known.  Visit the store today and show the 
world that you are one of #thoseintheknow who choose Campagnolo®. 

New products coming soon!

Campagnolo® launches a new club for those competitive cyclists who appreciate authenticity, 
extreme performance and best-in-class durability and as a result trust one brand to ensure their 
cycling experience is as enjoyable as possible for as long as possible: Campagnolo. 

The Campagnolo Riders ClubTM aims to create a group 
of like-minded cyclists who share their common love of 
the beautiful products that Campagnolo® has produced 
and the authentic cycling culture that it represents. The 
Campagnolo Rider expects more than just performance, 
lightweight construction and durability… he or she wants 
an object of design that represents something more. He 
or she expects products made with passion that exude a 
pure and authentic cycling soul more than a cold object 
that merely moves the gears.  If you chose Campagnolo® 
for your build, then you are surely one of us. Join the 
offi cial club of which you are already unoffi cially a part.  

CAMPAGNOLO E-STORE

CAMPAGNOLO RIDERS CLUB
TM
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MyCampyTM: your cycling world in the palm of your hand! 

Campagnolo®, throughout its prestigious 80+ year history, has introduced 
numerous game changing technologies that have seen the greatest 
champions the world has known to victory. From the invention of the fi rst 
quick release came the fi rst 8, 9, 10 and 11 speed transmissions, the fi rst 
complete wheelset, the fi rst tenso-structure wheel and a cornucopia of 
other products universally lauded for their quality and extreme performance 
characteristics. With so many fantastic products and unique performance 
solutions the one thing missing was not a physical component but rather a 
system that helps the cyclist manage his cycling componentry and certain 
aspects of his or her cycling in a complete and effi cient manner. The new 
MyCampyTM App seeks to do just that …and all in the palm of your hand…
and all for free!

MyCampyTM App is your do-it-all companion that assists you in managing 
your cycling activity and cycling kit both in the saddle and off.  From keeping 
track of your entire garage of bikes and the components built on each 
one to EPSTM performance analytics and complete customization of its 
performance, the new application is as much your own “neutral support” 
as well as your personal “Sporting Director” and much more. It allows you 
to interact in a 360° manner with your cycling “stable” and gain a more 
complete Campagnolo experience all from the comfort of your smartphone, 
pc or tablet.  

Download MyCampy™ today and experience 
Campagnolo® like never before. 

Some of its principal functions include:

MyGarage™: 
keep a detailed look over all of your cycling equipment, know exactly how many kilometers each and every component, wheel, chain or cassette has done and 
when it might be time to perform general maintenance to keep things functioning like new.  

MyEPS™: 
offers the possibility of interacting in a 360° manner with your Campagnolo® electronic drivetrain by connecting wirelessly with your EPSTM groupset in order 
to: fully customize commands and system performance, instantly download and install new fi rmware, offer real-time diagnostics for each and every individual 
EPSTM component

MySessions™: 
a sophisticated analytical tool 
that offers a unique look into 
your performance in addition to 
how it is affected by your use of 
components. Track each and every 
shift, know exactly where when 
and how you were riding a specifi c 
segment in addition to getting 
tips and suggestions to improve 
your effi ciency on the bike all in 
conjunction with the innovative 
wifi  capabilities of the V3 EPSTM 

interface. 

Campagnolo® World: 
stay up to date with all of the 
latest happenings in the world of 
Campagnolo… race results, new 
product launches, events etc all in 
one app. 

MY CAMPY™ APP
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Campagnolo’s dedication to continuous innovation drives its engineers to never accept a current technology as is but rather to push the limits 
of what a given component can do. The Power Unit was originally modifi ed to be mounted internally both to protect it from the elements as 
well as to confer an aerodynamic advantage to the overall build. 
With the advent of increasingly more aerodynamic frames and with them even slimmer tube forms Campagnolo® has produced an even more 
advanced version of its power unit: the V3. 
This new version of the internal Power Unit maintains all of the previous characteristics and technologies that derive from the V2 and house 
them all in a slimmer, more versatile package. 
This new structure opens up the possibilities for internal mounting not only in the most aerodynamic framesets with very slim tube designs 
but also gives a greater deal of fl exibility with regards to placement within the frameset.

NEW SHAPE: 
V3 Power Unit integrates battery pack and electronic intelligence board 
within a sealed unit with a total length of 232 mm and a diameter of only 
16,6 mm

SEAT TUBE/ DOWN TUBE ADAPTOR MOUNT: 
allows the Power Unit V3 to be mounted in either the down tube or seat tube 
by taking advantage of the water bottle cage mounts. 

SEATPOST MOUNT COMPATIBLE:
the reduced diameter (16,6 mm) allows the V3 Power Unit to be mounted 
within the seatpost, by using one of the two available adapters (for Ø 27,2 and 
Ø 31,6 mm), thus reducing assembly time. 

BATTERY: 
the rechargeable lithium ion battery is made with a 3-cell (12-volt) 
construction. The duration of the battery charge varies slightly depending on 
route and riding style as shifting frequency puts more or less stress on the 
battery. Taking into account that the EPSTM Power Unit has been lab tested 
and guaranteed to last for over 500 recharges, while maintaining strength 
and charge life, it is safe to say that the battery will last as long, if not longer, 
than your frame!

ELECTRONIC BOARD:
housed in a completely waterproof (IP67) casing, the motherboard contains 
the brain of the system. The D.T.I. interacts with and receives control signals 
from the interface thousands of times per second, processes these signals 
and sends the corresponding commands to the front and rear derailleur. In 
addition to all this, the Power Unit monitors the state of charge and power 
produced by the battery.

THE CASING:
the casing containing the battery, motherboard and input/output gate is 
manufactured from a special anti-vibration material. The interior of the 
casing is specially moulded to protect all the components and ensure total 
reliability. The casing itself is sealed and is completely waterproof even in the 
most extreme weather conditions.

DTI™ EPS™ V3 POWER UNIT
The 2016 version of EPSTM is not visibly much different from its predecessor. It maintains its industry leading performance characteristics 
and adds an exciting new features, most of which are housed inside the often overlooked DTITM Interface. 
The new V3 interface incorporates the lion’s share of the innovation placed in this award and race winning electronic transmission. From 
its new design to a plethora of useful and innovative new technologies, this small component improves the EPSTM experience in a big 
way. Improved integration, facilitated and no-fuss charging, improved led diagnostics and wireless technology that allows for increased 
interaction with the groupset are just a few of the improvements housed in its tiny structure. 

• New charging port located on interface unit allows for easy 
access.

• Wireless technology permits EPSTM communication with PC / 
Notebook / Tablet / Smartphone via Bluetooth (BTLE).

• Newly improved aerodynamic design.
• New shape fi ts perfectly on stem.
• Long led visible on three sides allowing rider to see 

information from any position.
• Dialogue with multiple brands of bicycle computers on 

the market: the V3 interface sends the data to the bicycle 
computer using  ANT+TM and BTLETM communication protocols, 
allowing EPSTM groupset information to be viewed instantly on 
compatible devices.

EASY ACCESS TO THE CHARGING PORT:
recharging port positioned on the upper part and covered by a rubber cover 
linked to the interface.

The analog signal received from the ErgopowerTM control is transformed into 
a digital signal which is then sent to the Power Unit.
The digital signal allows unique, error-free encoding of the signal 
transmitted by the ErgopowerTM units.

The special design of the interface lets the user choose between two 
different installation solutions: on the brake cable or on the handlebar 
mount.

The RGB LED lets the rider view the state of charge of the battery at any 
time.

DIALOGUE WITH “MYCAMPY” APP:
Wireless system to communicate with “MyCampy” App by PC / Notebook 
/ Tablet / Smartphone (BTLE), which allows the EPS groupset holder to 
personalize its own settings.

ZERO SETTING / RIDE SETTING:
the interface processes the data received during the initial setup of the front 
and rear derailleurs (Zero Setting). Fine-tuning adjustments (Ride Setting) 
can be carried out while in the saddle as well.

GREEN : 100% - 60%

RED : 20% - 6%
FLASHING RED : 6% - 0%

FLASHING GREEN : 60% - 40%

YELLOW : 40% - 20%

DTI™ EPS™ V3 INTERFACE
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NEW

TMPOWER TORQUE +

Campagnolo® is dedicated to offering the best performance solution possible no matter what frame a road racing athlete chooses to ride 
or the tire he or she chooses to mount. As framebuilders begin to develop frame and fork designs that take advantage of the aerodynamic 
gains represented by direct mount brakes the Campy Tech LabTM set forth to produce a pair of direct mount brakes that boast Campagnolo® 
quality and performance standards. This completely new braking system from Campagnolo® allows for a completely symmetric and 
effi cient brake application thanks to its self-balancing design.

CAMPAGNOLO BRAKE SHOES STANDARD:
uses tried and trusted Campagnolo brake shoes, a standard for safety and 
ease of use.

SKELETON STRUCTURE (FOR THE RECORDTM VERSION):
guarantees the maximum stiffness while minimizing weight of overall 
system.

FAST ASSEMBLY: 
easy assembly system does not require any additional parts.

MAXIMUM COMPATIBILITY: 
by offering two separate rear brake designs, one specifi cally for seat stay 
and one for bottom bracket placement (under BB), there is a guaranteed 
Campagnolo® Direct Mount solution for all aero frames on the market.

FAST ADJUSTMENTS:
screws oriented in a direction that allows for the fastest adjustment while 
guaranteeing easy access to adjustment screws. 

Under BB

Campagnolo® Direct Mount brakes offer surefooted stopping 
power thanks to their extremely stiff structure while design 
elements that take inspiration from the traditional Campagnolo® 
brake design keep weight to a minimum. 
In addition to pure performance a great deal of attention was paid 
to ease of use  and adjustment. The direct mount brake is often 
complex to install and adjust and great strides were made to make 
this Campagnolo® version the most user friendly and simple to 
adjust of any model available. 

DIRECT MOUNT BRAKES

CULTTM: CERAMIC ULTIMATE LEVEL TECHNOLOGY 

CULTTM technology is a combination of the highest quality ceramic 
ball bearings available and bearing houses made from Cronitect® 
chromium stainless steel, a technological wonder produced by the 
German company Schaeffl er. The ceramic ball bearings used in 
the Campagnolo® CULTTM system reduce friction to a minimum and 
offer consistent performance over time as they are highly resistant 
to wear. On the other hand the Cronitect® surface, along with its 
thermochemical treatment provides a sliding surface for the bearings 
that is extremely hard, resistant to wear and maintains its integrity 
over time. Friction is further reduced as this combination requires 
no lubrication in the form of grease but rather uses only minimum 
quantities of a simple oil.  Only a technologically advanced system can 
funtion, despite conditions and wear without grease.

All of these factors together combine to offer a friction coeffi cient 
that is nine times less than standard bearing systems and saves 
nearly 3,5 watts of power per pedal stroke. 

• 9 times smoother than the standard solutions.
• Resistance to corrosion: zero wear and  tear on bearings.
•  Friction coeffi cient: the lowest in the world of cranksets thanks to 

lubrication with oil instead of grease.
• 3,5 Watt more power at each pedal stroke, increasing along with 

the increase in speed.

Campagnolo® believes in continuous innovation and even 
successful technologies such as Power TorqueTM can be improved. 

The new “Power Torque +TM” design takes the current Power 
TorqueTM technology and the stiffness that sets it apart from the 
competition and adds a newly designed extractor to facilitate 
maintenance.  

Having kept the same external diameter of the axle, Power Torque 
+TM technology is compatible with the traditional Power TorqueTM 
cups and, when combined with the latter, guarantees a highly stiff 
crankset-cup system, which translates into high-performance 
shifting even in critical situations such as upshifting under the 
force exerted by the cyclist.
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When the difference between victory and defeat is measured in millimeters only the most sophisticated 

drivetrain can ensure a technological advantage. 

The Super RecordTM groupset is the advantage that even the top professionals rely upon for performance 

gains, reliability and precision in an extremely lightweight yet very durable package. The Super RecordTM 

name is applied to the very pinnacle of Campagnolo® innovation and the technologies, materials and 

craftsmanship with which the groupset is built put it in a category of its own: Super Group. 

1. HigH torque, HigH drive ratio motors:
Campagnolo® uses the worlds best and most powerful motors. The motors 
used in EPSTM components ensure precise shifting even under strain and 
deliver the speediest shifting available with no loss in perfomance over 
time. 

2. special t.i.N. treatmeNt:
specially developed treatment for titanium components to ensure the 
highest performance and precision for the life of the product.

3. FroNt plate aNd cage iN carboN Fibre:
the only electronic rear derailleur in the world made from carbon fibre. For 
maximum lightness and superlative maximum stiffness. For fast, precise 
shifts even under strain.

exclusive multi-sHiFtiNgtm tecHNology:
gives the rider the option of shifting up or down 11 sprockets in one single 
action.

4. positioN seNsor:
the “Magnetic Hall Sensor ResolverTM” ensures that the rear derailleur 
always moves the chain into the ideal position for the selected sprocket.

5. upper aNd lower body iN moNolitHic carboN powder 
tecHNopolymer:
complex carbon engineering produces a lightweight and yet very stiff and 
resistant unit.

6. exclusive “uNlock systemtm”:
the manual release system lets the user position the rear derailleur and 
chain on the desired sprocket in the event of a drivetrain malfunction. The 
release system also prevents damage to the unit in a fall.

100% waterprooF:
all the components of the rear derailleur are built to operate in any 
weather conditions in compliance with the IP67 standard. 
 

REAR DERAILLEUR 198 g
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1. special cage desigN:
the single-piece outer semi-cage is a Campagnolo® work of art that 
improves the stiffness of the structure during downshifting. The new 
design of the inner semi-cage in aluminum allows for even faster 
upshifting.

2. FroNt derailleur body iN moNolitHic carboN tecHNopolymer:
complex carbon engineering produces a lightweight and yet very stiff and 
resistant unit. 

positioN seNsor:
with the “Magnetic Hall Sensor ResolverTM”, the front derailleur always 
moves the chain automatically into the ideal position for the selected 
sprocket/chainring.

3. HigH torque, HigH drive ratio motors:
Campagnolo® uses the worlds best and most powerful motors. The motors 
used in EPSTM components ensure precise shifting even under strain and 
deliver the speediest shifting available with no loss in perfomance over time.

100% waterprooF

csdtm (cHaiN security device):
the CSD chain security device achieves extremely high stiffness levels, in 
addition to offering regulation that is completely independent from that of 
the derailleur.

derailleur clip clamp: available in 32 mm and 35 mm diameters.

1. oNe lever-oNe actioN:
each lever of the command set has its own distinct function. This means 
absolute certainty of using the right control in all conditions (winter 
temperatures and gloves, poor road conditions etc.), eliminating the risk 
of error.

100% waterprooF:
all control components are built to operate in any weather conditions in 
compliance with the IP67 standard.

2. mode buttoN:
the “Mode” buttons allow the user to check battery charge, make fi ne 
adjustments to the rear or front derailleur - even in the middle of a race 
(with the “ride setting” procedure), and set the zero position of the rear and 
front derailleur (“zero setting” procedure).

3. e-ergoNomytm:
the new lower position of the lever 3 ensures easier access from all riding 
positions allowing the athlete to shift easily from the hoods or the drops.

multi-dome tecHtm:
the 5-dome technology perfected by Campy Tech LabTM together with 
Campagnolo® athletes has made it possible to strike the perfect balance 
between operating force and tactile shift feedback. It also eliminates the 
possibility of unintentionally shifting the rear or front derailleur.

1. dialogue witH “mycampy” app:
wireless system to communicate with “MyCampy” App by PC / Notebook 
/ Tablet / Smartphone (BTLE), which allows the EPS groupset holder to 
personalize its own settings.

2. easy access to tHe cHargiNg port:
recharging port positioned on the upper part and covered by a rubber cover 
linked to the interface.

aNalogue-digital sigNal coNversioN:
transforms the analogue signals received from the controls into the digital 
signals transmitted to the Power Unit.

“Zero settiNg” aNd “ride settiNg”:
used to set the initial confi guration of the components and make fi ne 
adjustments during a race. 

3. led rgb:
visualises battery charge status. The unit also checks for system faults,
warning the user when necessary via an RGB LED.

two possible iNterFace mouNtiNg optioNs:
the unique design of the interface lets the user choose whether to install it 
on the brake cable or on the handlebar mount.

New sHape:
V3 Power Unit integrates battery pack and electronic intelligence board 
within a sealed unit with a total length of 232 mm and a diameter of only 
16,6 mm.

1. seatpost mouNt compatible:
the reduced diameter (16,6 mm) allows the V3 Power Unit to be mounted 
within the seatpost, by using one of the two available adapters (for Ø 27,2 
and Ø 31,6 mm), thus reducing assembly time.

2. specially developed iNterNal casiNg desigNed to make  
system 100% waterprooF: 
for maximum protection of the battery and electronic components on even 
the worst road surfaces.

dtitm digital tecH iNtelligeNce:
the digital brain of the EPSTM drivetrain. DTITM monitors and checks the 
battery, transmits and receives signals to and from the interface and 
controls and monitors the functions of the rear and front derailleur. 

3. seat tube/ dowN tube adaptor mouNt:
allows the Power Unit V3 to be mounted in either the down tube or seat 
tube by taking advantage of the water bottle cage mounts.

FRONT DERAILLEURERGOPOWER™ CONTROLS 127 g262 g DTI™ EPS™ V3 POWER UNIT DTI™ EPS™ V3 INTERFACE106 g 35 g
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1. ultra-torquetm axle: 
pressure on the pedals is transmitted effi ciently without any power loss.

2. New cHaiNriNgs:
sophisticated mechanical features on the parts that move the chain up and 
down guarantee maximum effi ciency during shifting. 

titaNium axle aNd reverse tHread titaNium FixiNg bolt: 
reduces the overall weight of the crankset by 40 grams.

3. optimiZed upsHiFtiNg piNs For eacH cHaiNriNg combiNatioN: 
maximum shifting effi ciency, with specifi c design for each chainring 
combination.

4. Hollow craNks aNd spider arms witH ultra-Hollowtm 
tecHNology:
reduced weight of stress – free sections, improved crank set weight to 
stiffness ratio.

5. culttm tecHNology: 
the highest performing ceramic bearings combined with Cronitect steel 
make for a combination that is 9 times smoother, resistant to corrosion 
and extremely long lasting.

6. 8 bolt reteNtioN desigN iNcreases eFFicieNcy:
indipendant 4 bolt fi xing system attaches large and small ring separately. 
Innovative design locates bolts at most effi cient area for each individual 
chainring, improving performance, rigidity and power transfer.

1. ultra-liNktm cHaiN liNk coNNectiNg system: 
high strength chain connection – greater safety and longer chain life.

2. ultra-liNktm cHaiN liNks:
designed to provide maximum performance to Campagnolo® 
transmissions: longer life for chainrings and sprockets, maximum 
effi ciency in power transmission.

Highly engineered materials and construction methods make the 
Campagnolo® chain not only the thinnest but also one of the most 
resistant and long lasting.

1. ultra-sHiFttm teetH desigN:
every sprocket tooth is designed and placed to perform a specifi c function, 
like lifting or lowering the chain or giving maximum power transmission to 
the wheel.

2. ultra-sHiFttm syNcHroNiZatioN:
the sprocket tuning allows for maximum shifting performance without 
hesitation: fast, precise and quiet, even under stress.

6 titaNium sprockets: 
the incorporation of titanium reduces weight while maintaining 
performance.

11-29 combiNatioN (11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 19, 21, 23, 26, 29):
provides the ideal combination on any gradient: from pedaled descents to 
the steepest climbs.

3. reiNForced mouNts For tHe two triplets: 
greater sprocket set rigidity – performance, precision.

SPROCKETS CHAIN177 gCRANKSET 603 g 2,10 g / link
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FroNt/rear diFFereNtiated brakiNg: 
lighter rear brake – greater braking power modulation.

1. special compouNd: 
reduction of braking distance in both dry and wet conditions – longer brake 
pad and braking track life - Maximum silence.

2. exclusive brake pad coupliNg/uNcoupliNg system: 
fast and secure brake pad replacement.

3. skeletoN brake arms: 
no-bend arms, modularity, reduced weight.

272 g  Mono/Dual-Pivot Version (pair)

1. ultra-sHiFttm ergoNomics: 
safe grip on handlebars in all positions and faster, more precise command 
on levers.

2. vari-cusHioNtm brake lever Hoods  witH variable deNsity 
aNd surFace FiNisHes:
natural silicone material with differentiated areas to follow the grip of the 
1st and 2nd fi nger. The grooved areas drain away water, keeping the brake 
lever hoods dry and improving grip. Internal weave to create a variable 
thickness that guarantees maximum comfort.

3. ultra-sHiFttm FuNctioN allows For multiple sHiFtiNg aNd 
greater coNtrol For raciNg: 
Campagnolo® offers the only mechanical groupset available with the 
capabilty of shifting multiple gears (up to 5 sprockets). Multishifi ting allows 
the rider to react immediately to rapid changes in the course or necessary 
gearing.

4. brake lever Hoods aNd cable HousiNg are available as 
spare parts iN red aNd wHite.

5. derailleur cable adJustiNg barrel:
enables the tension of the derailleur cable to be adjusted perfectly, 
slashing adjustment time.

double curvature brake lever:
allows you to engage and modulate the brake safely from any hand 
position.

1. campagNolo® brake sHoe staNdard:
uses tried and trusted Campagnolo brake shoes, a standard for safety and 
ease of use.

2. skeletoN structure: 
guarantees the maximum stiffness while minimizing weight of overall 
system.

maximum compatibility:
by offering two separate rear brake designs, one specifi cally for seat stay 
and one for bottom bracket placement (under BB), there is a guaranteed 
Campagnolo Direct Mount solution for all aero frames on the market.

Fast assembly:
easy assembly system does not require any additional parts.

3. Fast adJustmeNts:
screws oriented in a direction that allows for the fastest adjustment while 
guaranteeing easy access to adjustment screws.

158 g (Under BB)

ERGOPOWER™ CONTROLS 342 gSKELETON BRAKES DIRECT MOUNT BRAKE297 g  Dual-Pivot (pair) 168 g (one brake)
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1. COMPLETELY NEW DESIGN:
the shape of the external components enables the rear derailleur to move 
according to a different angle and the new internal design keeps the chain 
nearer the cassette to ensure better power transmission, greater and more 
secure traction, a better chain/sprocket interface and greater durability of 
components subject to wear and tear.

2. EMBRACE TECHNOLOGYTM:
the special chainring positioned inside the gear body acts on a rectangular 
section spring that allows the component to move along a trajectory that 
perfectly follows the curve of the sprockets, on both the 11-23 cassette and 
the 11-29.

3. CARBON FIBER CAGE CONSTRUCTION: 
extremely rigid construction ensures precise shifting while reducing weight 
considerably.

4. FRONT PLATE AND CAGE IN CARBON FIBRE:
maximum rigidity, fast actuation and reduced friction.

5. UPPER AND LOWER BODY IN MONOLITHIC TECHNOPOLYMER WITH 
CARBON ELEMENTS:
reduces weight while ensuring maximum reliability and resistance to 
impact.

6. ALUMINUM FIXING BOLT: 
the two-part system is 53% lighter than steel and 22% lighter than 
titanium, without compromising resistance and rigidity levels while 
prolonging component life.

1. SPECIAL INNER CAGE DESIGN: 
greater rigidity, faster shifting performance and more space for extreme 
gear combinations.

2. OUTER SEMI-CAGE IN MONOCOQUE CARBON:
the single-piece outer semi-cage is a Campagnolo® work of art that 
improves the stiffness of the structure during downshifting.

3. S2 SYSTEM (SECURE SHIFTING SYSTEM):
some frames allow for levels of fl ex that could negatively affect shifting 
performance. The S2 System ensures hightened stiffness and improved 
performance on fl exible frames.

4. CSD (CHAIN SECURITY DEVICE):
the CSD chain security device achieves extremely high stiffness levels, in 
addition to offering regulation that is completely independent from that 
of the derailleur. Compatible with all the braze-on derailleurs from the 
Campagnolo® range.

5. DERAILLEUR CABLE DEVIATOR INSERT:
stops the cable touching the derailleur when the latter is closest to the 
frame.  It is used on frames where the cable exits its housing very close to 
the derailleur.

DERAILLEUR CLAMP: 
allows perfect interfacing with the Campagnolo® braze-on derailleur, 
guaranteeing maximum possible stiffness on frames with this kind of 
derailleur attachment. Available in 32 mm and 35 mm diameters.

6. FRONT DERAILLEUR MOUNTING TOOL:
faster installation with better results, this mounting tool makes the 
mechanics job easier and more exact.

S2 System

REAR DERAILLEUR 166 g FRONT DERAILLEUR 71 g
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The Campagnolo® RecordTM name has been associated with great success in both professional and 

amateur races the world over. These victories are a testament to the extreme quality of craftsmanship, 

technology and fi ne materials involved in its construction. 

RecordTM has a legacy of quality and extremely precise functionality and the name can only be applied to 

groupsets capable of offering a  performancethat lives up to its prestigious name. Whether you choose 

RecordTM in its mechanical or EPSTM version, you can be sure that victory will be within your reach and 

Campagnolo® quality in your hands.

1. HigH torque, HigH drive ratio motors:
Campagnolo® uses the worlds best and most powerful motors. The motors 
used in EPSTM components ensure precise shifting even under strain and 
deliver the speediest shifting available with no loss in perfomance over 
time.

2. exclusive ultra-sHiFttm parellelogram geometry: 
maximum rigidity, fast actuation and reduced friction.

3. FroNt plate aNd cage iN carboN Fibre:
the only electronic rear derailleur in the world made from carbon fi bre. For 
extreme lightweight construction and maximum stifness. For fast, precise 
shifts even under strain.

exclusive multi-sHiFtiNgtm tecHNology:
gives the rider the option of shifting up or down 11 sprockets in one single 
action. 

special t.i.N. treatmeNt:
specially developed treatment for titanium components to ensure the 
highest performance and precision for the life of the product.

4. positioN seNsor:
the “Magnetic Hall Sensor ResolverTM” ensures that the rear derailleur 
always moves the chain into the ideal position for the selected sprocket.

5. upper aNd lower body iN moNolitHic carboN powder 
tecHNopolymer:
complex carbon engineering produces a lightweight and yet very stiff and 
resistant unit.

6. exclusive “uNlock systemtm”:
the manual release system lets the user position the rear derailleur and 
chain on the desired sprocket in the event of a drivetrain malfunction. The 
release system also prevents damage to the unit in a fall.

100% waterprooF:
all the components of the rear derailleur are built to operate in any 
weather conditions in compliance with the IP67 standard. 

REAR DERAILLEUR 203 g
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1. special desigN For tHe iNNer semi-cage iN alumiNum:
part of the “improved shifting” project used by Pro-Teams in 2014, it 
permits very fast, precise performance during upshifting even under heavy 
load.

2. FroNt derailleur body iN moNolitHic carboN tecHNopolymer:
complex carbon engineering produces a lightweight and yet very stiff and 
resistant unit.

positioN seNsor:
with the “Magnetic Hall Sensor ResolverTM”, the front derailleur always 
moves the chain automatically into the ideal position for the selected 
sprocket/chainring.

HigH torque, HigH drive ratio motors:
Campagnolo® uses the worlds best and most powerful motors. The motors 
used in EPSTM components ensure precise shifting even under strain and 
deliver the speediest shifting available with no loss in perfomance over 
time.

100% waterprooF:
all the components of the front derailleur are built to operate in any 
weather conditions in compliance with the IP67 standard.

3. csdtm (cHaiN security device)

derailleur clip clamp: 
available in 32 mm and 35 mm diameters.

1. oNe lever-oNe actioN:
each lever of the command set has its own distinct function. This means 
absolute certainty of using the right control in all conditions (winter 
temperatures and gloves, poor road conditions etc.), eliminating the risk 
of error.

100% waterprooF:
all control components are built to operate in any weather conditions in 
compliance with the IP67 standard.

2. mode buttoN:
the “Mode” buttons allow the user to check battery charge, make fi ne 
adjustments to the rear or front derailleur - even in the middle of a race 
(with the “ride setting” procedure), and set the zero position of the rear and 
front derailleur (“zero setting” procedure).

3. e-ergoNomytm:
the lower position of the lever 3 ensures easier access from all riding 
positions allowing the athlete to shift easily from the hoods or the drops.

multi-dome tecHtm:
the 5-dome technology perfected by Campy Tech LabTM together with 
Campagnolo® athletes has made it possible to strike the perfect balance 
between operating force and tactile shift feedback. It also eliminates the 
possibility of unintentionally shifting the rear or front derailleur.

1. dialogue witH “mycampy” app:
wireless system to communicate with “MyCampy” App by PC / Notebook 
/ Tablet / Smartphone (BTLE), which allows the EPS groupset holder to 
personalize its own settings.

2. easy access to tHe cHargiNg port:
recharging port positioned on the upper part and covered by a rubber cover 
linked to the interface.

aNalogue-digital sigNal coNversioN:
transforms the analogue signals received from the controls into the digital 
signals transmitted to the Power Unit.

“Zero settiNg” aNd “ride settiNg”:
used to set the initial confi guration of the components and make fi ne 
adjustments during a race. 

3. led rgb:
visualises battery charge status. The unit also checks for system faults,
warning the user when necessary via an RGB LED.

two possible iNterFace mouNtiNg optioNs:
the unique design of the interface lets the user choose whether to install it 
on the brake cable or on the handlebar mount.

New sHape:
V3 Power Unit integrates battery pack and electronic intelligence board 
within a sealed unit with a total length of 232 mm and a diameter of only 
16,6 mm.

1. seatpost mouNt compatible:
the reduced diameter (16,6 mm) allows the V3 Power Unit to be mounted 
within the seatpost, by using one of the two available adapters (for Ø 27,2 
and Ø 31,6 mm), thus reducing assembly time.

2. specially developed iNterNal casiNg desigNed to make 
system 100% waterprooF: 
for maximum protection of the battery and electronic components on even 
the worst road surfaces.

dtitm digital tecH iNtelligeNce:
the digital brain of the EPSTM drivetrain. DTITM monitors and checks the 
battery, transmits and receives signals to and from the interface and 
controls and monitors the functions of the rear and front derailleur. 

3. seat tube/ dowN tube adaptor mouNt:
allows the Power Unit V3 to be mounted in either the down tube or seat 
tube by taking advantage of the water bottle cage mounts.

DTI™ EPS™ V3 POWER UNIT DTI™ EPS™ V3 INTERFACE106 g 35 gERGOPOWER™ CONTROLS FRONT DERAILLEUR 133 g266 g
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1. ultra-torquetm axle: 
pressure on the pedals is transmitted effi ciently without any power loss.

2. New cHaiNriNgs:
sophisticated mechanical features on the parts that move the chain up and 
down guarantee maximum effi ciency during shifting. 

3. optimiZed upsHiFtiNg piNs For eacH cHaiNriNg combiNatioN: 
maximum shifting effi ciency, with specifi c design for each chainring 
combination.

4. Hollow craNks aNd spider arms witH ultra-Hollowtm 
tecHNology:
reduced weight of stress – free sections, improved crank set weight to 
stiffness ratio.

5. usbtm tecHNology: 
USBTM ceramic ball bearings reduce friction, guaranteeing the maximum 
smoothness. Resistant to corrosion and wear, they maintain consistent 
performance over time.

6. 8 bolt reteNtioN desigN iNcreases eFFicieNcy:
indipendant 4 bolt fi xing system attaches large and small ring separately. 
Innovative design locates bolts at most effi cient area for each individual 
chainring, improving performance, rigidity and power transfer.

1. ultra-sHiFttm teetH desigN:
every sprocket tooth is designed and placed to perform a specifi c function, 
like lifting or lowering the chain or giving maximum power transmission to 
the wheel.

2. ultra-sHiFttm syNcHroNiZatioN: 
the sprocket tuning allows for maximum shifting performance without 
hesitation: fast, precise and quiet, even under stress.

3 titaNium sprockets: 
the incorporation of titanium reduces weight while maintaining 
performance.

11-29 combiNatioN (11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 19, 21, 23, 26, 29):
provides the ideal combination on any gradient: from pedaled descents to 
the steepest climbs.

3. reiNForced mouNts For tHe two triplets: 
greater sprocket set rigidity – performance, precision.

1. ultra-liNktm cHaiN liNk coNNectiNg system: 
high strength chain connection – greater safety and longer chain life.

2. ultra-liNktm cHaiN liNks:
designed to provide maximum performance to Campagnolo® 
transmissions: longer life for chainrings and sprockets, maximum 
effi ciency in power transmission.

CRANKSET 651 g SPROCKETS CHAIN201 g 2,10 g / link
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FroNt/rear diFFereNtiated brakiNg: 
lighter rear brake – greater braking power modulation.

1. special compouNd: 
reduction of braking distance in both dry and wet conditions – longer brake 
pad and braking track life - Maximum silence.

2. exclusive brake pad coupliNg/uNcoupliNg system:
fast and secure brake pad replacement.

3. skeletoN brake arms: no-bend arms, modularity, reduced weight.

1. ultra-sHiFttm ergoNomics:
ensures a fi rm grip on the handlebars and fast, precise control of the 
levers. The special ergonomic design makes it possible to assume three 
different hand positions on the levers compared to the two traditional ones.

2. vari-cusHioNtm brake lever Hoods  witH variable deNsity 
aNd surFace FiNisHes:
natural silicone material with differentiated areas to follow the grip of the 
1st and 2nd fi nger. The grooved areas drain away water, keeping the brake 
lever hoods dry and improving grip. Internal weave to create a variable 
thickness that guarantees maximum comfort.

3. ultra-sHiFttm FuNctioN allows For multiple sHiFtiNg aNd 
greater coNtrol For raciNg: 
Campagnolo® offers the only mechanical groupset available with the 
capabilty of shifting multiple gears (up to 5 sprockets). Multishifi ting allows 
the rider to react immediately to rapid changes in the course or necessary 
gearing.

4. brake lever Hoods aNd cable HousiNg are available as 
spare parts iN red aNd wHite.

5. derailleur cable adJustiNg barrel:
enables the tension of the derailleur cable to be adjusted perfectly, 
slashing adjustment time.

double curvature brake lever:
allows you to engage and modulate the brake safely from any hand 
position.

284 g  Mono/Dual-Pivot (pair)

1. campagNolo brake sHoe staNdard:
uses tried and trusted Campagnolo® brake shoes, a standard for safety and 
ease of use.

2. skeletoN structure: 
guarantees the maximum stiffness while minimizing weight of overall 
system.

maximum compatibility:
by offering two separate rear brake designs, one specifi cally for seat stay 
and one for bottom bracket placement (under BB), there is a guaranteed 
Campagnolo® Direct Mount solution for all aero frames on the market.

3. Fast assembly:
easy assembly system does not require any additional parts.

Fast adJustmeNts:
screws oriented in a direction that allows for the fastest adjustment while 
guaranteeing easy access to adjustment screws.

158 g (under BB)

SKELETON BRAKES DIRECT MOUNT BRAKE ERGOPOWER™ CONTROLS 348 g309 g  Dual-Pivot  (pair) 168 g (one brake)
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1. completely New desigN:
the shape of the external components enables the rear derailleur to move 
according to a different angle and the new internal design keeps the chain 
nearer the cassette to ensure better power transmission, greater and more 
secure traction, a better chain/sprocket interface and greater durability of 
components subject to wear and tear.

2. embrace tecHNologytm:
the special chainring positioned inside the gear body acts on a rectangular 
section spring that allows the component to move along a trajectory that 
perfectly follows the curve of the sprockets, on both the 11-23 cassette and 
the 11-29.

3. carboN Fiber cage coNstructioN: 
extremely rigid construction ensures precise shifting while reducing weight 
considerably.

4. FroNt plate aNd cage iN carboN Fibre:
maximum rigidity, fast actuation and reduced friction.

5. upper aNd lower body iN moNolitHic tecHNopolymer witH 
carboN elemeNts:
reduces weight while ensuring maximum reliability and resistance to 
impact.

6. alumiNum FixiNg bolt: 
the two-part system is 53% lighter than steel and 22% lighter than 
titanium, without compromising resistance and rigidity levels while 
prolonging component life.

1. special iNNer cage desigN: 
- greater rigidity 
- faster shifting 
- more space for the chain crossovers.

2. outer semi-cage iN moNocoque carboN:
the single-piece outer semi-cage is a Campagnolo® work of art that 
improves the stiffness of the structure during downshifting.

3. s2 system (secure sHiFtiNg system):
some frames allow for levels of fl ex that could negatively affect shifting 
performance. The S2 System ensures hightened stiffness and improved 
performance on fl exible frames.

4. csd (cHaiN security device):
the CSD chain security device achieves extremely high stiffness levels, in 
addition to offering regulation that is completely independent from that 
of the derailleur. Compatible with all the braze-on derailleurs from the 
Campagnolo® range.

5. derailleur cable deviator iNsert:
stops the cable touching the derailleur when the latter is closest to the 
frame.  It is used on frames where the cable exits its housing very close to 
the derailleur.

6. derailleur clamp: 
allows perfect interfacing with the Campagnolo® braze-on derailleur, 
guaranteeing maximum possible stiffness on frames with this kind of 
derailleur attachment. Available in 32 mm and 35 mm diameters.

FroNt derailleur mouNtiNg tool:
faster installation with better results, this mounting tool makes the 
mechanics job easier and more exact.

REAR DERAILLEUR 170 g FRONT DERAILLEUR 75 g

S2 System
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The ChorusTM groupset family, whether you choose electronic or mechanic transmission, has extreme 

performance at the core of its DNA and will ensure that the technological advantage it represents 

is constant no matter how many kilometers you ride. World Tour performance without the need of 

a professional team’s budget, the Campagnolo® ChorusTM groupset is perhaps the fi rst step towards 

pedaling like the pros.  Sophisticated materials, extreme precision, Italian design and Campagnolo® 

authenticity make this groupset family a fantastic choice towards building up a true racing machine. 

1. HigH torque, HigH drive ratio motors:
Campagnolo® uses the worlds best and most powerful motors. The motors 
used in EPSTM components ensure precise shifting even under strain and 
deliver the speediest shifting available with no loss in perfomance over 
time.

2. exclusive ultra-sHiFttm parellelogram geometry: 
maximum rigidity, fast actuation and reduced friction.

3. FroNt plate aNd cage iN alumiNum:
lightweight construction and maximum stifness. For fast, precise shifts 
even under strain.

multi-sHiFtiNgtm tecHNology:
gives the rider the option of shifting up or down 11 sprockets in one single 
action. 

special t.i.N. treatmeNt:
specially developed treatment for titanium components to ensure the 
highest performance and precision for the life of the product.

4. positioN seNsor:
the “Magnetic Hall Sensor ResolverTM” ensures that the rear derailleur 
always moves the chain into the ideal position for the selected sprocket.

5. upper aNd lower body iN moNolitHic carboN tecHNopolymer:
complex carbon engineering produces a lightweight and yet very stiff and 
resistant unit.

6. exclusive “uNlock systemtm”:
the manual release system lets the user position the rear derailleur and 
chain on the desired sprocket in the event of a drivetrain malfunction. The 
release system also prevents damage to the unit in a fall.

100% waterprooF:
all the components of the rear derailleur are built to operate in any 
weather conditions in compliance with the IP67 standard. 

REAR DERAILLEUR 225 g
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1. HigH torque, HigH drive ratio motors:
Campagnolo® uses the worlds best and most powerful motors. The motors 
used in EPSTM components ensure precise shifting even under strain and 
deliver the speediest shifting available with no loss in perfomance over 
time.

2. FroNt derailleur body iN moNolitHic carboN tecHNopolymer:
complex carbon engineering produces a lightweight and yet very stiff and 
resistant unit.

3. positioN seNsor:
with the “Magnetic Hall Sensor ResolverTM”, the front derailleur always 
moves the chain automatically into the ideal position for the selected 
sprocket/chainring.

special iNterNal aNd exterNal derailler cage desigN: 
a design optimised for the EPSTM drivetrain for maximised lightness and 
stiffness. Extreme derailing speed and precision even under strain.

100% waterprooF:
all the components of the front derailleur are built to operate in any 
weather conditions in compliance with the IP67 standard.

csdtm (cHaiN security device)

derailleur clip clamp:  
available in 32 mm and 35 mm diameters.

1. oNe lever-oNe actioN:
each lever of the command set has its own distinct function. This means 
absolute certainty of using the right control in all conditions (winter 
temperatures and gloves, poor road conditions etc.), eliminating the risk 
of error.

100% waterprooF:
all control components are built to operate in any weather conditions in 
compliance with the IP67 standard. 

2. mode buttoN:
the “Mode” buttons allow the user to check battery charge, make fine 
adjustments to the rear or front derailleur - even in the middle of a race 
(with the “ride setting” procedure), and set the zero position of the rear and 
front derailleur (“zero setting” procedure). 

3. e-ergoNomytm:
the lower position of the lever 3 ensures easier access from all riding 
positions allowing the athlete to shift easily from the hoods or the drops.

multi-dome tecHtm:
the 5-dome technology perfected by Campy Tech LabTM together with 
Campagnolo® athletes has made it possible to strike the perfect balance 
between operating force and tactile shift feedback. It also eliminates the 
possibility of unintentionally shifting the rear or front derailleur.

aNalogue-digital sigNal coNversioN:
transforms the analogue signals received from the controls into the digital 
signals transmitted to the Power Unit.

“Zero settiNg” aNd “ride settiNg”:
used to set the initial configuration of the components and make fine 
adjustments during a race. 

rgb led:
visualises battery charge status.
The unit also checks for system faults, warning the user when necessary 
via an RGB LED.

two possible iNterFace mouNtiNg optioNs:
the unique design of the interface lets the user choose whether to install it 
on the brake cable or on the handlebar mount.

specially developed iNterNal casiNg desigNed to absorb road 
vibratioNs aNd impact: 
for maximum protection of the battery and electronic components on even 
the worst road surfaces. 

dtitm digital tecH iNtelligeNce:
the digital brain of the EPSTM drivetrain. DTITM monitors and checks the 
battery, transmits and receives signals to and from the interface and 
controls and monitors the functions of the rear and front derailleur. 

iNput/output gates:
for charging the battery and, when necessary, diagnosing the system and 
updating the firmware and Eeprom.

exterNal or iNterNal mouNtiNg:
the cylindrical format allows the battery to be mounted in a variety of 
positions, all of which confer an aerodynamic advantage.

casiNg witH ultrasoNically welded seams:
makes the system 100% waterproof.

adapter For positioNiNg iNside  seat post: 
enables the Power Unit V2 to be fixed rapidly in seat posts with a round or 
aerodynamic section. Available in two versions (for seat posts 27,2 and 31.6 
mm wide) to permit correct positioning in each seat post.

ERGOPOWER™ CONTROLS FRONT DERAILLEUR 149 g293 g DTI™ EPS™ V2 POWER UNIT DTI™ EPS™ V2 INTERFACE130 g 24 g
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1. ultra-torquetm axle: 
pressure on the pedals is transmitted effi ciently without any power loss.

2. New cHaiNriNgs:
sophisticated mechanical features on the parts that move the chain up and 
down guarantee maximum effi ciency during shifting. 

3. optimiZed upsHiFtiNg piNs For eacH cHaiNriNg combiNatioN: 
maximum shifting effi ciency, with specifi c design for each chainring 
combination.

4. Hollow rigHt craNk aNd spider arms witH ultra-Hollowtm 
tecHNology:
reduced weight of stress – free sections, improved crank set weight to 
stiffness ratio.

5. 8 bolt reteNtioN desigN iNcreases eFFicieNcy:
indipendant 4 bolt fi xing system attaches large and small ring separately. 
Innovative design locates bolts at most effi cient area for each individual 
chainring, improving performance, rigidity and power transfer.

1. ultra-liNktm cHaiN coNNectiNg system: 
high strength chain connection – greater safety and longer chain life.

2. ultra-liNktm cHaiN liNks: 
designed to give better performance to Campagnolo® drivetrains - 
greater durability of the gears and sprockets, maximum effi ciency in the 
transmission of power.

1. ultra-sHiFttm teetH desigN:
every sprocket tooth is designed and placed to perform a specifi c function, 
like lifting or lowering the chain or giving maximum power transmission to 
the wheel.

2. ultra-sHiFttm syNcHroNiZatioN:
the sprocket tuning allows for maximum shifting performance without 
hesitation: fast, precise and quiet, even under stress.

11-29 combiNatioN (11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 19, 21, 23, 26, 29):
provides the ideal combination on any gradient: from pedaled descents to 
the steepest climbs.

3. reiNForced mouNts For atHe two triplets: 
greater sprocket set rigidity – performance, precision.

CRANKSET 683 g SPROCKETS CHAIN230 g 2,24 g / link
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NEW

1. skeletoN brake arms: 
no-bend arms, modularity, reduced weight. 

2. special compouNd: 
reduction of braking distance in both dry and wet conditions – longer brake 
pad and braking track life - Maximum silence.

3. exclusive brake pad coupliNg/uNcoupliNg system:
fast and secure brake pad replacement.

dual pivot FroNt/rear:
enhanced braking at the rear.

1. ultra-sHiFttm ergoNomics:
ensures a fi rm grip on the handlebars and fast, precise control of the 
levers. The special ergonomic design makes it possible to assume three 
different hand positions on the levers compared to the two traditional ones.

2. vari-cusHioNtm brake lever Hoods  witH variable deNsity 
aNd surFace FiNisHes:
natural silicone material with differentiated areas to follow the grip of the 
1st and 2nd fi nger. The grooved areas drain away water, keeping the brake 
lever hoods dry and improving grip. Internal weave to create a variable 
thickness that guarantees maximum comfort.

3. ultra-sHiFttm FuNctioN allows For multiple sHiFtiNg aNd 
greater coNtrol For raciNg: 
Campagnolo® offers the only mechanical groupset available with the 
capabilty of shifting multiple gears (up to 5 sprockets). Multishifi ting allows 
the rider to react immediately to rapid changes in the course or necessary 
gearing.

4. brake lever Hoods aNd cable HousiNg are available as 
spare parts iN red aNd wHite.

5. derailleur cable adJustiNg barrel:
enables the tension of the derailleur cable to be adjusted perfectly, 
slashing adjustment time.

double curvature brake lever:
allows you to engage and modulate the brake safely from any hand 
position.

1. uNiversal brake sHoe:
guarantee compatibility of high-performance Campagnolo® brake pads 
even on non-Campagnolo branded brakes.

2. aerodyNamic desigN:
the solid structure of the front and rear brake shoe levers allows for highly 
aerodynamic performance.

Fast assembly:
easy assembly system does not require any additional parts.

3. Fast adJustmeNts:
screws oriented in a direction that allows for the fastest adjustment while 
guaranteeing easy access to adjustment screws.

SKELETON BRAKES DIRECT MOUNT BRAKE302 g  - Dual-Pivot (front+rear) ERGOPOWER™ CONTROLS 350 g176 g (one brake)
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1. completely New desigN:
the shape of the external components enables the rear derailleur to move 
according to a different angle and the new internal design keeps the chain 
nearer the cassette to ensure better power transmission, greater and more 
secure traction, a better chain/sprocket interface and greater durability of 
components subject to wear and tear.

2. embrace tecHNologytm:
the special chainring positioned inside the gear body acts on a rectangular 
section spring that allows the component to move along a trajectory that 
perfectly follows the curve of the sprockets, on both the 11-23 cassette and 
the 11-29.

3. FroNt plate aNd cage iN carboN Fibre:
maximum rigidity, fast actuation and reduced friction.

4. upper aNd lower body iN moNolitHic tecHNopolymer witH 
carboN elemeNts:
reduces weight while ensuring maximum reliability and resistance to 
impact.

5. rear derailleur FixiNg bolts iN alumiNium: 
with the same resistance and stiffness, the new two-part system makes it 
possible to reduce the weight by 53% compared to steel and 22% compared 
to titanium – prolongs the component life.

1. special iNNer cage desigN: 
- greater rigidity 
- faster shifting 
- more space for the chain crossovers.  

2. cage iN ligHt molded alloy:
enabling crisp, rapid, precise and above all silent shifting thanks to the 
plate on the tip of the outer semi-cage.

3. s2 system (secure sHiFtiNg system):
some frames allow for levels of fl ex that could negatively affect shifting 
performance. The S2 System ensures hightened stiffness and improved 
performance on fl exible frames.

4. csd (cHaiN security device):
the CSD chain security device achieves extremely high stiffness levels, in 
addition to offering regulation that is completely independent from that 
of the derailleur. Compatible with all the braze-on derailleurs from the 
Campagnolo® range.

5. derailleur cable deviator iNsert:
stops the cable touching the derailleur when the latter is closest to the 
frame.  It is used on frames where the cable exits its housing very close to 
the derailleur.

derailleur clamp: 
allows perfect interfacing with the Campagnolo® braze-on derailleur, 
guaranteeing maximum possible stiffness on frames with this kind of 
derailleur attachment. Available in 32 mm and 35 mm diameters

6. FroNt derailleur mouNtiNg tool:
faster installation with better results, this mounting tool makes the 
mechanics job easier and more exact.

183 gREAR DERAILLEUR FRONT DERAILLEUR 76 g

S2 System
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NEW
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The highest-tier aluminum groupset available offers the same race-winning shifting performance 

as its carbon fi ber counterparts seen atop professional rider’s bikes. For the most part the only 

differences between the two are represented by different material used in their construction. 

Potenza 11TM is designed around the strengths that made its higher tier Revolution 11+ brethren so 

successful: Embrace TechnologyTM, fantastic ergonomics, Campagnolo® performance and reliability.

CRANKSET 771 g

Silver

Black

1. perFormaNce 4 arm craNkset:
same effi cient and elegant design found on Super RecordTM, RecordTM 
and ChorusTM but in an optimized aluminum construction complete with 
lightweight hollow crankarms.

2. uNiversal bcd:
new 4 arm, 8 bolt design means all chainring combinations are compatibile 
with one single crankset. 50/34, 52/36 and 53/39 can all be mounted upon 
the same crankset and changing from one standard to another is as easy 
as turning a tool.

3. New power torque +tm:
by maintaining all of the performance aspects of the previous Power 
TorqueTM system (extreme stiffness, power transfer) and adding an 
integrated extractor Power Torque +TM becomes a race winning solution 
that is easy to maintain it mantains the appreciated “Power TorqueTM” 
system, that allows to maximise stiffness and power transmission, 
improving the disassemble phase timing thanks to its integrated extractor.
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NEW NEW NEW

HigH-eNd desigN:
the new Potenza 11TM  front derailleur has the same shape of the Super 
RecordTM  one, in order to obtain similar performances. 

1. New steel cage:
the new Potenza 11TM front derailleur has a one-piece cage with a design 
similar to the Super RecordTM  one in order to assure the same shifting 
performances.

2. New cage mouNtiNg positioN:
the front derailleur cage is positioned further back to allow the use of large 
sprockets range without friction on the bridge connector. This position 
allows also to increase the cage stiffness during the front shifting.
The outer semi-cage tip is shaped to improve the downshifting and the 
chain containment during the upshifting.

speciFic traJectory made by tHe New kiNematic:
great fl uency and smoothness during the upshifting. The cage angle allows 
to have a silent transmission even for extreme crossovers.

3. New rod desigN:
the outer rod is redesigned in order to improve the force-displacement 
curve allowing to increase the shifting forces and the performances also 
when the rider is shifting when pushing hard on his pedals.

1. New power-sHiFttm mecHaNism: 
Campagnolo® engineers have taken the current Power-ShiftTM mechanism 
and introduced a new material in the internal mechanism that renders this 
new version even more reliable and long lasting than before.

New desigN bar/commaNd iNterFace:
allows for perfect alignment with vast range of modern curved handlebars.

2. dowNsHiFt lever positioN:
fantastic ergonomics derived from EPSTM commands. Allows for complete 
control no matter your hand position.

3. poteNZa 11tm speciFic Hood desigN :
classic Campagnolo® ergonomics offering fantastic mobility and comfort. 
Surface studied to insure water drains away ensuring a safe grip in any 
condition.

Hoods iN silicoN material witH vari-cusHioNtm  tecHNology:
high levels of comfort even after long training sessions thanks to the 
meticulously studied and developed Vari-CushionTM design.

Silver Silver

Silver
Short cage

 Black Black

ERGOPOWER™ CONTROLS FRONT DERAILLEUR 94 g REAR DERAILLEUR 211 g370 g

 Black
Short cage

 Black
Medium cage

Silver
Medium cage

revolutioN 11+ iNspired desigN:
similar design derived from Super RecordTM, RecordTM and ChorusTM 
Revolution 11+ mechanic groupsets offers same top-end performance, 
functionality and reliability. 

campagNolo’s most versatile geariNg to date:
Potenza 11TM groupset introduces the capability to use an 11-32 cassette, 
thus offering suffi cient gearing for even the most extreme gradients. Two 
versions of rear derailleur are available, medium cage (72,5mm) for larger 
cassette use and a standard version (55mm) for gearing suited more for 
fl atter terrain.

New upper body:
Ultra-light technopolymer construction. Low weight with the same 
Campagnolo® durability and reliability.

1. travel limit screw :
easy to reach, positioned on the back of the upper body.

2. upper aNd lower pulley wHeels witH busHiNgs:
ensure smooth functioning and low resistance to chain fl ow.

3. embrace tecHNologytm:
Revolution 11+ derived technology. Top end performance rear derailleur 
engages additional teeth ensuring better power transfer and less wear of 
consumable parts. New Potenza 11TM derailleur incorporates this technology 
wwhile optimizing it for use with up to 32 tooth rear cassette cogs.
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NEW NEW

1 2 3

NEW NEW

1 2 1 2

Black  

Silver

SKELETON BRAKES 319 g (Pair) SPROCKETS CHAIN251 g 2,22 g / linkDIRECT MOUNT BRAKE 176 g (one brake)

1. special brake compouNd: 
better braking performance in all weather conditions – less wear on the 
braking track.

2. skeletoN brake arms: 
no-bend arms, modularity, reduced weight.

dual pivot FroNt/rear:
enhanced braking at the rear.

1. wider liNk desigN:
the new design of the Campagnolo 11TM chain increases shifting 
performance and reduces the noise from chainring and sprocket 
engagement.

2. ultra-liNk cHaiN coNNectiNg system:
high strength chain connection – greater safety and longer chain life.

1. New 11-32 campagNolo 11tm cassette:
new wide range cassette in order to support every cyclist while climbing 
epic mountains. It is obtained with the following phased sprockets: 
11 – 12 – 13 – 14 – 15 – 17 – 19 – 22 – 25 – 28 – 32

2. New cassette layout:
the new Campagnolo 11TM cassette, based on one triplet (25-28-32) 
and 8 single sprockets with aluminum spacers between them, enables 
consistently responsive, fast and precise shifting at only 251 g (11-25 spec)

Five cassette raNges campagNolo 11tm Named:
the Campagnolo 11TM cassette is available in the following ranges: 
11-25, 11-27, 11-29, 11-32, 12-27.
Potenza 11TM groupset is compatible also with ChorusTM, RecordTM and 
Super RecordTM cassettes.

1. uNiversal brake sHoe:
guarantee compatibility of high-performance Campagnolo® brake pads 
even on non-Campagnolo branded brakes.

2. aerodyNamic desigN:
the solid structure of the front and rear brake shoe levers allows for highly 
aerodynamic performance.

Fast assembly:
easy assembly system does not require any additional parts.

3. Fast adJustmeNts:
screws oriented in a direction that allows for the fastest adjustment while 
guaranteeing easy access to adjustment screws.
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Bright Silver

1 12 23 3

Entry level drivetrain, Top level performance.

The same attention to detail that the Campy Tech LabTM has placed on Campagnolo’s top end 

products has been applied to VeloceTM to ensure that this groupset gives the same precision and 

satisfaction as our top end groupsets. Fast, precise and comfortable this groupset is available in 

either Deep Black or Bright Silver.

1. ultra-sHiFttm ergoNomics: 
ensures a fi rm grip on the handlebars with fast and precise control of the 
levers. The special ergonomic design makes it possible to assume three 
different hand positions on the levers compared to the two traditional ones.

2. vari-cusHioNtm Hood: 
made of non-allergenic elastic material, with variable cushioning that 
provides the maximum comfort and safety even after many hours on the 
bike. Thanks to a special treatment, it is resistant to UV rays and maintains 
its original colours without fading.

power-sHiFttm mecHaNism:
extremely precise and rapid, it allows you to upshift three sprockets at a 
time or downshift by one with just a single action. 

3. double curvature brake lever:
allows you to engage and modulate the brake safely from any hand 
position.

Deep Black Deep Black

1. mpstm:
the perfect combination between chainring teeth, chain, and front 
derailleur. A perfectly synchronous system that enables fast and precise 
shifting even under load.

2. power torque systemtm bottom bracket:
pressure on the pedals is transmitted effi ciently without any power loss.

3. 8 up sHiFt aNd 2 dowNsHiFt ZoNes: 
faster and more accurate shifting, even under stress.

Bright Silver

ERGOPOWER™ CONTROLS 368 g 753 gCRANKSET
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Deep Black Deep Black

Bright Silver

Deep Black 

Bright Silver

1. special desigN For Forged alumiNum brake arms:
greater resistance to flex – lighter weight.

 2. adJustable sHoe Holders: 
shoe holders on rim’s profile can be micro adjusted – longer life for rims 
and brake pads.

1. alumiNum parallelogram witH exclusive ultra-sHiFttm 
geometry: 
maximum shifting rigidity, fast actuation, precision, friction reduction.

2. ultra-sHiFttm alumiNum lower aNd upper body:
lower weight – friction reduction – longer component life.

Hd-liNktm cHaiN liNk FasteNiNg system: 
high strength link locking – greater safety and longer chain life.

aNtiFrictioN Ni-ptFe treatmeNt: 
reduced friction, smooth pedaling, quiet operation and greater effi ciency  – 
longer chain life.

REAR DERAILLEUR 98 gFRONT DERAILLEUR227 g BRAKES 325 g

CHAIN 2,39 g / link

DIRECT TM BRAKE

1. Nickel cHrome cage:
longer component life – absolute rust protection.

 compatible witH staNdard aNd compact craNksets:  
 the groupset can be used with any 10-speed crank set.

2. csd (cHaiN security device):
the CSD chain security device achieves extremely high stiffness levels, in 
addition to offering regulation that is completely independent from that 
of the derailleur. Compatible with all the braze-on derailleurs from the 
Campagnolo range.

3. FroNt derailleur mouNtiNg tool: 
to ensure perfect installation that will permit your new Campagnolo® 
drivetrain performs fl awlessly, Campy Tech LabTM engineers have developed 
a tool that calibrates the exact position for the front derailleur in relation 
to the chainrings. Faster installation with better results, this mounting tool 
makes the mechanics job easier and more exact.

sprocket syNcHroNiZatioN:
sprocket tuning is carefully designed to make shifting faster and more 
accurate – less chain stress.

ultra-drivetm teetH desigN:
enables consistently responsive, fast, and precise shifting.

SPROCKETS

Bright Silver

258 g

176 g (one brake)

1. uNiversal brake sHoe:
guarantee compatibility of high-performance Campagnolo® brake pads 
even on non-Campagnolo branded brakes.

2.  aerodyNamic desigN

3. Fast adJustmeNts
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TRIPLE

dedicated derailleur cage For triple drivetraiN:
for extremely precise and easy derailing on all chainrings.

iNNer “H” liNk, exterNal liNk aNd FroNt derailleur body:
maximum lightness and stiffness for precise, fast derailing.

FroNt derailleur mouNtiNg tool:
faster installation with better results.

“q” aNd “u” Factors:
the lowest “Q” factor in the triple crankset segment today lets the rider 
maintain an extremely natural position for the knee and ankle when 
pedalling, while a “U” factor of 12 mm less than the newest competitor 
triple crankset currently available on the market ensures maximum 
comfort and freedom of movement.

power torquetm:
system with single axle designed to maximise stiffness and power 
transmission.

xpsstm

Hollow alumiNium craNk: 
superlative lightness.

ultra-sHiFttm parallelogram: 
designed to wrap around the rear derailleur bodies and increase the 
overall stiffness of the rear derailleur. Makes shifting fast, precise, and 
clean in all conditions.

loNg cage:
maximises triple drivetrain performance when using 12/29 sprockets. 

ultra-sHiFttm ergoNomics: 
ensures a solid, fi rm and comfortable grip with easy and fast access to all 
control levers from any position.

power sHiFttm system mecHaNism iN leFt HaNd coNtrol:
specifi cally indexed for the triple drivetrain.

ERGOPOWER™ 11x3 CONTROLS 372 g

REAR DERAILLEUR 11x3 216 g 101 g

904 gCRANKSET 11x3

FRONT DERAILLEUR 11x3
Campagnolo® has always been a frontrunner in terms of innovation of advanced cycling 

componentry and the triple crankset is yet another “fi rst” developed in Vicenza. In 1961 the fi rst 

triple crankset was developed by Campagnolo and is available even now in the modern athenatm 

triple groupset; the perfect transmission for those who want to tackle the steepest climbs with 

the added security of 33 speeds.
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Over the course of the previous pages in this catalog you can find a great deal of general information 
regarding every Campagnolo product. However, if you need more specific information and technical 
data we have compiled an even greater resource in the following section. 

Should you need yet more information please visit: 
www.campagnolo.com

Please note that we reserve the right to change products, surface finish and specifications at any 
moment without prior notice.

TECH DATA
GROUPSETS 114

WHEELS 126

TRIATHLON / TIME-TRIAL 123,130

CYCLOCROSS 130

PISTA 123,130

SERVICE CENTER 132

SALES NETWORK 134
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   COMPONENT OPTIONS FEATURES WEIGHT (g)*    COMPONENT OPTIONS FEATURES WEIGHT (g)*

   SUPER RECORD™ EPS™    
   11S REAR DERAILLEUR

upper to lower pulley-axle: 55 mm - composite outer plate - Titanium 
hanger and pivot bolt - parallelogram with 11s geometry - carbon 
fiber upper and lower body - metal-carbon cage - lightened special 
rubber pulleys - bottom pulley with ceramic bearings - on the 
upper and lower body - high torque ratio motors - Position sensor - 
Waterproof (IP67)"

198

   ERGOPOWER™
   SUPER RECORD™ EPS™    
   11S CONTROL LEVERS 

for caliper brakes - composite body - lightened carbon brake lever 
- Ultra-Shift ™ geometry - ergonomic brake lever with high fulcrum 
- brake opening control integrated with the brake lever - insert for 
large hands - Vari-Cushion™  silicone hoods - front derailleur micro-
adjustment possibility - multiple shifting - buttons Switch Mode™

262

   SUPER RECORD™ EPS™
   STD 
   FRONT DERAILLEUR

Braze-on 
(optional clamp kit 
Ø32, 35mm)

for double crankset - capacity 16 – max. chainring 55 – min. chainring 
34 - composite and aluminum 11s fork - titanium bolts - antifriction 
treatment - body in technopolymer and carbon fibre - high torque 
ratio motors - Position sensor - Waterproof (IP67)

127

   DTI™ EPS™ V3
   POWER UNIT

Fireproof technopolymer, waterproof (IP67) - 3 cell Lithium-Ion 12V 
rechargeable battery - DTI™ Digital Tech Intelligence Eeprom board - 
magnetic power block strap - compatible with SR/RE EPS™

106

   DTI™ EPS™ V3
   INTERFACE

Technopolymer, waterproof (IP67) - battery charger port - wireless 
system to communicate with “MyCampy” App by PC / Notebook / 
Tablet / Smartphone (BTLE)

35

   SUPER RECORD™ 
   ULTRA-TORQUE™ 
   TITANIUM
   11S CRANKSET

170, 172.5,
175 mm,  
39-53
36-52
34-50

full-carbon unidirectional-multidirectional cranks - hollow cranks 
(Ultra-Hollow™ Structure) - light alloy fixing bolts - light alloy 
chainrings light alloy chainrings specially designed to facilitate 
shifting – chainrings with hard anodization treatment - differentiated 
number of pins according to chainring combination - CULT™ 
bearings (Ceramic Ultimate Level Technology) - integrated ULTRA-
TORQUE™ semi-axles in titanium - requires Super Record™ ULTRA-
TORQUE™ BB cups

603

   SUPER RECORD™ 
   ULTRA-TORQUE™ 
   THREADED CUPS  

ITA 70x (36x24 tpi)
BSA 68x (1,37”x24 
tpi)

aluminium 45

   ULTRA-TORQUE™ 

   PRESS-FIT CUPS
BB30 68x42
BB86 86,5x41
PF30 68x46
BB RIGHT 79x46
BB386 86,5x46

aluminium - with enhanced interference surface 29

   SUPER RECORD™ 11S 
   SPROCKETS

11-23, 11-25, 
11-27, 11-29, 
12-25, 12-27, 
12-29

5 steel and 6 titanium - nickel-chromed finish for steel sprockets - 
light alloy carrier - light alloy supports for the final two triplets - 11s 
timing - 11s tooth machining - 11s light alloy lockring, thread 27x1

177

   RECORD™ 11S
   CHAIN

width 5,5 mm - Ni-PTFE Finish - 114 links -  requires Ultra-Link™ for 
11s chain - lightened links - hollow pins - 11s outer link

2,10/
link**

   SUPER RECORD™ 
   SKELETON™ BRAKES 

brake-pad height adjustment ratio: 40÷50 mm (measured from 
brake fixing-bolt to brake-shoe-nut) - ball bearings - light alloy and 
titanium hardware - brake pads orbital adjustment - lightened rear 
brake - skeletonized arms - brake pad with elastomer compound 
with reinforcement in aramid fiber and silica - optional: front and 
rear dual-pivot brake (297 g)

272

   RECORD™   
   DIRECT MOUNT BRAKE

BB
Front Fork
Seat Stay

Independent adjustment of the individual brake shoe lever  - 
compatible with all Campagnolo Ergopower shifters - easy mounting 
system - width that permits the use of tires up to 32 mm – separate 
models specific to individual mounting point (BB, Front Fork, Seat 
Stay)

158
(under BB)

   SUPER RECORD™  11S 
   REAR       
   DERAILLEUR
  

carbon fiber outer link with three holes to reduce weight  – outer 
derailleur cage in carbon fiber – titanium screws - parallelogram 
with Embrace™ geometry - upper  and lower body in monolithic 
technopolymer - inner derailleur cage in metal – derailleur pulleys 
in special lightened technopolymer – lower derailleur pulley with 
ceramic ball bearings

166

   SUPER RECORD™
   ULTRA-SHIFT™ 11S
   ERGOPOWER™
   CONTROL LEVERS 

for caliper brakes - composite body – ball bearings - lightened 
carbon brake lever - Ultra-Shift ™ internal mechanism  - ergonomic 
brake lever with pivot in line with support surface of Ergopower™ 
- brake opening control integrated with the brake lever - insert for 
large hands - Vari-Cushion™  silicone hoods - No-Bulge™ housing 
path - minimum friction housings - front derailleur micro-adjustment 
possibility - multiple shifting

342

   SUPER RECORD™ 11S 
   FRONT DERAILLEUR

Braze-on 
(optional clamp kit 
Ø32, 35mm)

for double crankset - capacity 16 – max. chainring 56 – min. chainring 
34 - inner semi-cage in aluminum - outer semi-cage in monocoque 
carbon fiber - titanium bolts

71

   SUPER RECORD™ 
   11S 
   FRONT DERAILLEUR
   with S2 System

Braze-on 
(optional clamp kit 
Ø32, 35mm)

for double crankset - capacity 16 – max. chainring 56 – min. chainring 
34 - inner semi-cage in aluminum - outer semi-cage in monocoque 
carbon fiber - titanium bolts - S2 System for stabilizing drivechain

74

    CSD™
    Chain Security Device

aluminum structure with high levels of stiffness, positioning and 
adjustment independent of the derailleur, compatible with all 
Campagnolo® braze-on derailleurs

15

    Derailleur cable
    Adjusting barrel

micrometric adjustment of derailleur cable tension 5

    Derailleur cable
    deviator insert

in stainless steel 1,5

   RECORD™ 
   FRONT HUB 

32 holes - light alloy oversize axle and body – adjustable bearings – 
quick-release with aluminium lock nuts - O.L.D. 100 mm - Symmetric 
Action™ lever on the release

330

   RECORD™ 
   REAR HUB

32 holes - 9s/10s/11s - light alloy body, axle and one-piece freewheel 
body – adjustable bearings – quick-release with aluminium lock nuts 
- O.L.D. 130 mm - Symmetric Action™ lever on the release

116

   RECORD™
   HEADSET 

BC 1”x24tpi - height 36.5 mm - light alloy with steel inserts - cup and 
cone systeme

104

   RECORD™
   WATER-BOTTLE CARRIER 

monocoque carbon, supplied with water-bottle 18

* Average weight - it refers to the lighter specification among the available options.
** Example: 2,10 x 108 links = 227 g.

GROUPSETS
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   COMPONENT OPTIONS FEATURES WEIGHT (g)*    COMPONENT OPTIONS FEATURES WEIGHT (g)*

   RECORD™ EPS™ 11S REAR 
   DERAILLEUR

upper to lower pulley-axle: 55 mm - composite outer plate - 
parallelogram with 11s geometry - black anodized forged aluminium 
upper and lower body - metal-carbon cage - lightened special rubber 
pulleys - pulley movement with ceramic ball bushings- high torque 
ratio motors - Position sensor - Waterproof (IP67)"

203

   ERGOPOWER™ RECORD™     
   11S CONTROL LEVERS 

for caliper brakes - composite body and levers - Ultra-Shift™ 
geometry - ergonomic brake lever with high fulcrum - closer brake 
lever - brake opening control integrated with the brake lever - insert 
for large hands - Vari-Cushion™  silicone hoods - front derailleur 
micro-adjustment possibility - multiple shifting - buttons Switch 
Mode™

266

   RECORD™ EPS™ 
   11S  FRONT DERAILLEUR

Braze-on 
(optional clamp kit 
Ø32, 35mm)

for double crankset - capacity 16 – max. chainring 55 – min. chainring 
34 - aluminum fork - antifriction treatment - body in technopolymer 
and carbon fibre - high torque ratio motors - Position sensor - 
Waterproof (IP67)"

133

   DTI™ EPS™ V3
   POWER UNIT

Fireproof technopolymer, waterproof (IP67) - 3 cell Lithium-Ion 12V 
rechargeable battery - DTI™ Digital Tech Intelligence Eeprom board - 
magnetic power block strap - compatible with SR/RE EPS™

106

   DTI™ EPS™ V3
   INTERFACE

Technopolymer, waterproof (IP67) - battery charger port - wireless 
system to communicate with “MyCampy” App by PC / Notebook / 
Tablet / Smartphone (BTLE)

35

   RECORD™ 
   ULTRA-TORQUE™ 
   CARBON 11S CRANKSET

170, 172.5, 
175 mm, 
39-53
36-52
34-50

full-carbon unidirectional-multidirectional cranks - hollow cranks 
(Ultra-Hollow™ Structure) - light alloy fixing bolts - llight alloy 
chainrings specially designed to facilitate shifting – chainrings with 
hard anodization treatment -differentiated number of pins according 
to chainring combination - USB™ bearings (Ultra Smooth Bearings) 
- integrated ULTRA-TORQUE™ semi-axles - requires ULTRA-
TORQUE™ BB cups

651

   RECORD™ 
   ULTRA-TORQUE™ 
   THREADED CUPS  

ITA 70x (36x24 tpi)
BSA 68x (1,37”x24 
tpi)

aluminium 46

   ULTRA-TORQUE™ 

   PRESS-FIT CUPS
BB30 68x42
BB86 86,5x41
PF30 68x46
BB RIGHT 79x46
BB386 86,5x46

aluminium - with enhanced interference surface 29

   RECORD™ 11S 
   SPROCKETS

11-23, 11-25, 
11-27, 11-29, 
12-25, 12-27, 
12-29

8 steel and 3 titanium -  nickel-chromed finish for steel sprockets - 
light alloy supports for the final two triplets - 11s timing - 11s tooth 
machining - 11s light alloy lockring, thread 27x1

201

   RECORD™ 11S
   CHAIN

width 5,5 mm - Ni-PTFE Finish - 114 links -  requires Ultra-Link™ for 
11s chain - lightened links - hollow pins - 11s outer link

2,10/
link**

   RECORD™ 
   SKELETON™ BRAKES 

brake-pad height adjustment ratio: 40÷50 mm (measured from brake 
fixing-bolt to brake-shoe-nut) - ball bearings - light alloy hardware - 
brake pads orbital adjustment - lightened rear brake - skeletonized 
arms - brake pad with elastomer compound with reinforcement in 
aramid fiber and silica - optional: front and rear dual-pivot brake 
(309 g)

284

   RECORD™   
   DIRECT MOUNT BRAKE

BB
Front Fork
Seat Stay

Independent adjustment of the individual brake shoe lever  - 
compatible with all Campagnolo® Ergopower™ shifters - easy 
mounting system - width that permits the use of tires up to 32 mm 
– separate models specific to individual mounting point (BB, Front 
Fork, Seat Stay)

158
(under BB)

   RECORD™  11S 
   REAR DERAILLEUR

carbon fiber outer link with two holes to reduce weight  – outer 
derailleur cage in carbon fiber – parallelogram with Embrace 
geometry - upper  and lower body in monolithic technopolymer 
- inner derailleur cage in metal – derailleur pulleys in special 
lightened technopolymer – derailleur pulleys with bushings in 
sintered material

170

   RECORD™
   ULTRA-SHIFT™ 11S
   ERGOPOWER™
   CONTROL LEVERS

for caliper brakes - composite body and levers – ball bearings - 
Ultra-Shift™ internal mechanism  - ergonomic brake lever with pivot 
in line with support surface of Ergopower - brake opening control 
integrated with the brake lever - insert for large hands - Vari-
Cushion™  silicone hoods - No-Bulge™ housing path - minimum 
friction housings - front derailleur micro-adjustment possibility - 
multiple shifting

348

   RECORD™ 11S 
   FRONT DERAILLEUR

Braze-on 
(optional clamp kit 
Ø32, 35mm)

for double standard  and CT™ crankset - capacity 16 – max. chainring 
55 – min. chainring 34 - composite and aluminum fork - antifriction 
treatment

75

   RECORD™ 11S 
   FRONT DERAILLEUR
   with S2 System

Braze-on 
(optional clamp kit 
Ø32, 35mm)

for double standard  and CT™ crankset - capacity 16 – max. chainring 
55 – min. chainring 34 - composite and aluminum fork - antifriction 
treatment - S2 System for stabilizing drivechain

78

    CSD™
    Chain Security Device

aluminum structure with high levels of stiffness, positioning and 
adjustment independent of the derailleur, compatible with all 
Campagnolo braze-on derailleurs

15

    Derailleur cable
    Adjusting barrel

micrometric adjustment of derailleur cable tension 5

    Derailleur cable
    deviator insert

in stainless steel 1,5

   RECORD™ 
   FRONT HUB 

32 holes - light alloy oversize axle and body – adjustable bearings – 
quick-release with aluminium lock nuts - O.L.D. 100 mm - Symmetric 
Action™ lever on the release

116

   RECORD™ 
   REAR HUB

32 holes - 9s/10s/11s - light alloy body, axle and one-piece freewheel 
body – adjustable bearings – quick-release with aluminium lock nuts 
- O.L.D. 130 mm - Symmetric Action™ lever on the release

231

   RECORD™
   HEADSET 

BC 1”x24tpi - height 36.5 mm - light alloy with steel inserts - cup and 
cone system

104

   RECORD™
   WATER-BOTTLE CARRIER 

monocoque carbon, supplied with water-bottle 18

* Average weight - it refers to the lighter specification among the available options.
** Example: 2,10 x 108 links = 227 g.

GROUPSETS
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   COMPONENT OPTIONS FEATURES WEIGHT (g)*    COMPONENT OPTIONS FEATURES WEIGHT (g)*

   CHORUS™ EPS™ 11S    
   REAR DERAILLEUR

upper to lower pulley-axle: 55 mm - total capacity: 33 teeth - 
aluminium outer plate - parallelogram with 11s geometry - die-cast 
aluminium upper body - lightened special rubber pulleys - on the 
upper and lower body - high torque ratio motors - Position sensor - 
Waterproof (IP67)"

225

   ERGOPOWER™ CHORUS™       
   EPS™ 11S
   CONTROL LEVERS 

for caliper brakes - composite body - brake lever in aluminium - 
ergonomic brake lever with high fulcrum - closer brake lever - brake 
opening control integrated with the brake lever - insert for large 
hands - Vari-Cushion™  silicone hoods - front derailleur micro-
adjustment possibility - multiple shifting - buttons Switch Mode™

293

   CHORUS™ EPS™   
   11S  FRONT DERAILLEUR

Braze-on 
(optional clamp kit 
Ø32, 35mm)

for all chainring combinations - capacity 16 – max. chainring  55 - 
min. chainring 34 - chrome-plated nickel fork - antifriction insert + 
body in technopolymer and carbon fibre - high torque ratio motors - 
Position sensor - Waterproof (IP67)

149

   DTI™ CHORUS™ EPS™ V2
   POWER UNIT

Fireproof technopolymer, waterproof (IP67) - 3 cell Lithium-Ion 12 V 
rechargeable battery - DTI™ Digital Tech Intelligence Eeprom board 
- data input/output port and battery charger - system shut-down 
magnet - magnetic power block strap - compatible with CHORUS™ 
EPS™

130

   DTI™ CHORUS™ EPS™ V2
   INTERFACE

Technopolymer, waterproof (IP67) - compatible with CHORUS™ 
EPS™

24

   CHORUS™ 
   ULTRA-TORQUE™ 
   CARBON 11S 
   CRANKSET

170, 172.5, 175mm
39-53
36-52
34-50

full-carbon unidirectional-multidirectional cranks - light alloy fixing 
bolts - llight alloy chainrings specially designed to facilitate shifting 
– chainrings with hard anodization treatment - differentiated number 
of pins according to chainring combination - integrated ULTRA-
TORQUE™ semi-axles - requires ULTRA-TORQUE™ BB cups

683

   RECORD™ 
   ULTRA-TORQUE™ 
   THREADED CUPS  

ITA 70x (36x24 tpi)
BSA 68x (1,37”x24 
tpi)

aluminium 46

   ULTRA-TORQUE™ 

   PRESS-FIT CUPS
BB30 68x42
BB86 86,5x41
PF30 68x46
BB RIGHT 79x46
BB386 86,5x46

aluminium - with enhanced interference surface 29

   CHORUS™ 11S 
   SPROCKETS

11-23, 11-25, 
11-27, 11-29, 
12-25, 12-27, 
12-29

steel - nickel-chromed finish - light alloy supports for the final two 
triplets - 11s timing - 11s tooth machining - 11s light alloy lockring, 
thread 27x1

230

   CHORUS™ 11S
   CHAIN

width 5,5 mm - Ni-PTFE Finish - 114 links - requires Ultra-Link™ for 
11s chain - 11s outer link - new material for outer link

2,24/
link**

   CHORUS™
   SKELETON™
   BRAKES 

brake-pad height adjustment ratio:40÷50 mm (measured from 
brake fixing-bolt to brake-shoe-nut) - brake pads orbital adjustment 
- skeletonized arms - special pad compound - front and rear dual-
pivot brake - Campagnolo® standard brake shoe

302

   DIRECT™   
   Direct Mount
   BRAKE

black 
Front Fork
Seat Stay

Independent adjustment of the individual brake shoe lever  - 
compatible with all Campagnolo® Ergopower™ shifters - easy 
mounting system - width that permits the use of tires up to 32 mm 

176

   CHORUS™   11S
   REAR DERAILLEUR

carbon fiber outer link -  parallelogram with Embrace Technology™ 
– upper body in monolithic technopolymer with long carbon fiber - 
lightened derailleur pulleys in special rubber

183

   CHORUS™
   ULTRA-SHIFT™ 11S    
   ERGOPOWER™
   CONTROL LEVERS 

for caliper brakes - composite body - brake lever in carbon fiber - 
ball bearings - Ultra-Shift ™ internal mechanism  - ergonomic brake 
lever with pivot in line with support surface of Ergopower™ - closer 
brake lever - brake opening control integrated with the brake lever - 
insert for large hands - Vari-Cushion™  silicone hoods - No-Bulge™ 
housing path - minimum friction housings - front derailleur micro-
adjustment possibility - multiple shifting

350

   CHORUS™ 11S 
   FRONT DERAILLEUR

Braze-on 
(optional clamp kit 
Ø32, 35mm)

for double crankset - capacity 16 – max. chainring  56 - min. 
chainring 34 - cast aluminum internal semi-cage – cast aluminum 
external semi-cage with plate

76

   CHORUS™ 11S 
   FRONT DERAILLEUR
   with S2 System

Braze-on 
(optional clamp kit 
Ø32, 35mm)

for double crankset - capacity 16 – max. chainring  56 - min. 
chainring 34 - cast aluminum internal semi-cage – cast aluminum 
external semi-cage with plate - S2 System for stabilizing drivechain

79

    CSD™
    Chain Security Device

aluminum structure with high levels of stiffness, positioning and 
adjustment independent of the derailleur, compatible with all 
Campagnolo braze-on derailleurs

15

    Derailleur cable
    Adjusting barrel

micrometric adjustment of derailleur cable tension 5

    Derailleur cable
    deviator insert

in stainless steel 1,5

* Average weight - it refers to the lighter specification among the available options.
** Example: 2,24 x 108 links = 242 g.

GROUPSETS
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   COMPONENT OPTIONS FEATURES WEIGHT (g)*

   POTENZA 11™  11S
   REAR DERAILLEUR      

short cage
black
silver

upper to lower pulley-axle: 55 mm - aluminium outer plate - 
parallelogram with 11s geometry - body in technopolymer - lightened 
special rubber pulleys

209

medium cage
black
silver

upper to lower pulley-axle: 72,5 mm - aluminium outer plate - 
parallelogram with 11s geometry - body in technopolymer - lightened 
special rubber pulleys

211

   POTENZA 11™ 11S 
   FRONT DERAILLEUR

Braze-on 
(optional clamp kit 
Ø32, 35mm)

for double crankset - capacity 16 – max. chainring  58 - min. 
chainring 34 - steel monolithic fork

94

   POTENZA 11™
   POWER-SHIFT™ 11S    
   ERGOPOWER™
   CONTROL LEVERS 

black
silver

for caliper/DM brakes - composite body - brake lever in aluminium 
- Power-Shift mechanism - ergonomic brake lever with high pivot 
- ergonomic lever 3 - closer brake lever - brake opening control 
integrated with the brake lever - insert for large hands - Vari-
Cushion™  silicone hoods - No-Bulge™ housing path - minimum 
friction housings - front derailleur micro-adjustment possibility - 
multiple upshifting

370

   CAMPAGNOLO® 11S 
   SPROCKETS

11-25, 11-27,
11-29, 11-32,
12-27

steel - nickel-chromed finish - light alloy supports for the final triplet 
- 11s timing - 11s tooth machining - 11s light alloy lockring, thread 
27x1

251

   CAMPAGNOLO® 11S
   CHAIN

width 5,45 mm - Ni-PTFE Finish - 114 links - requires Ultra-Link™ 
for 11s chain - 11s outer link

2,22/
link**

   POTENZA 11™ 
   POWER-TORQUE +™
   11S  CRANKSET

170, 172.5, 175 mm
34-50, 36-52,
39-53
black
silver

forged aluminum hollow cranks - light alloy fixing bolts - light alloy 
chainrings - differentiated number of pins according to chainring 
combination - integrated POWER-TORQUE +™ axle - requires 
POWER-TORQUE™ BB cups - unified BCD

771

   POWER-TORQUE™
   THREADED CUPS  

ITA 70x (36x24 tpi)
BSA 68x (1,37”x24 
tpi)

aluminium 72

   POWER-TORQUE™ 
   PRESS-FIT CUPS

BB30 68x42
BB30A 73x42
BB86 86,5x41
PF30 68x46
BB386 86,5x46

aluminium - with enhanced interference surface 50

   POTENZA 11™
   SKELETON™
   BRAKES 

black
silver

brake-pad height adjustment ratio: 40÷50 mm (measured from brake 
fixing-bolt to brake-shoe-nut) - skeletonized arms - front and rear 
dual-pivot brake - universal standard brake shoe

319

   DIRECT™   
   Direct Mount
   BRAKE

black 
Front Fork
Seat Stay

Independent adjustment of the individual brake shoe lever  - 
compatible with all Campagnolo® Ergopower™ shifters - easy 
mounting system - width that permits the use of tires up to 32 mm 

176

   RECORD™
   WATER-BOTTLE CARRIER

monocoque carbon, supplied with water-bottle 5

* Average weight - it refers to the lighter specification among the available options.
** Example: 2,22 x 108 links = 240 g.

   COMPONENT OPTIONS FEATURES WEIGHT (g)*

   VELOCE™ 10S
   REAR DERAILLEUR

short cage
deep black
bright silver

upper to lower pulley-axle: 55 mm - aluminium bodies - rollers 
on bushings - rollers in special rubber - parallelogram with 11s 
geometry

227

medium cage
deep black
bright silver

upper to lower pulley-axle: 72,5 mm - aluminium bodies - rollers 
on bushings - rollers in special rubber - parallelogram with 11s 
geometry

260

   VELOCE™ QS™  STD +    
   CT™ 9S/10S
   FRONT DERAILLEUR

braze-on /
clip-on:
Ø 32, 35 mm
black&red
deep black

for double standard and CT™ crankset - capacity 16 – max. chainring 
55 - min. chainring 34 - antifriction insert - chrome-plated nickel 
fork - surface treatments

98

   VELOCE™
   POWER-SHIFT™
   10S ERGOPOWER™
   SHIFTERS

deep black
bright silver

for caliper brakes - composite body - aluminium brake lever - 
Power Shift™ mechanism - ergonomic brake lever with high pivot 
- ergonomic lever 3 - closer brake lever - brake opening control 
integrated with the brake lever - insert for large hands - Vari-
Cushion™  silicone hoods - No-Bulge™ housing path - minimum 
friction housings - front derailleur micro-adjustment possibility - 
multiple shifting

368

   CENTAUR™
   UD™ 10S 
   SPROCKETS

12-27, 12-30, 14-23 steel - Ultra·Drive™ - nickel-chromed finish - supplied with lockring - 
light alloy supports

248

   VELOCE™
   UD™ 10S 
   SPROCKETS

11-25, 12-23, 12-
25, 13-26, 13-29

steel - Ultra·Drive™ - single sprockets - galvanized - supplied with 
lockring

258

   VELOCE™
   ULTRA-NARROW™
   10S CHAIN

width 5,9 mm -  Ni-PTFE Finish - 114 links - Ultra·Drive™ - requires 
HD-Link™ for Ultra Narrow™ chai

2,39
link**

   VELOCE™
   POWER-TORQUE™
   10S  CRANKSET

170, 172.5, 175 mm
39-52, 39-53
deep black
bright silver

forged aluminium cranks - chainrings MPS™ (Micro Precision 
Shifting) - light-alloy sheared-drawn chainrings with antifriction 
treatment -  8 pins on the large chainring - integrated POWER-
TORQUE™ axle - requires POWER-TORQUE™ BB cups

758

   VELOCE™
   POWER-TORQUE™ CT™    
   10S CRANKSET

170, 172.5, 175 mm
34-50
deep black
bright silver

forged aluminium cranks - chainrings MPS™ (Micro Precision 
Shifting) - light-alloy sheared-drawn chainrings with antifriction 
treatment - 8 pins on the large chainring - integrated POWER-
TORQUE™ axle - requires POWER-TORQUE™ BB cups 

753

   POWER-TORQUE™
   THREADED CUPS  

ITA 70x (36x24 tpi)
BSA 68x (1,37”x24 
tpi)

aluminium 72

   POWER-TORQUE™ 
   PRESS-FIT CUPS

BB30 68x42
BB30A 73x42
BB86 86,5x41
PF30 68x46
BB386 86,5x46

aluminium - with enhanced interference surface 50

   VELOCE™ 
   BRAKES 

deep black
bright silver

brake-pad height adjustment ratio: 40÷50 mm (measured from brake 
fixing-bolt to brake-shoe-nut) - brake pads orbital adjustment - front 
and rear dual-pivot brake - universal standard brake shoe

325

   DIRECT™   
   Direct Mount
   BRAKE

black 
Front Fork
Seat Stay

Independent adjustment of the individual brake shoe lever  - 
compatible with all Campagnolo® Ergopower™ shifters - easy 
mounting system - width that permits the use of tires up to 32 mm 

176

* Average weight - it refers to the lighter specification among the available options.
** Example: 2,39 x 108 links = 258 g.

GROUPSETS
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TRIATHLON / TIME-TRIAL

PISTA

TECH DATA

   COMPONENT OPTIONS FEATURES WEIGHT (g)*

   COMPONENT OPTIONS FEATURES WEIGHT (G.)*

   BAR-END 11S RECORD™    
   EPS™ SHIFTING LEVERS

Lever in lightened aluminium - body in technopolymer - 11 speed 
compatible - Diameter 18.2mm - waterproof IP67 - Overall length 52 
mm.

92

   BAR-END 11S RECORD™ 
   EPS™ BRAKE LEVERS

Brake lever in carbon - body and buttons in technopolymer - 
compatible 11 speed - Diameter 18.2 - waterproof IP67

110

   TT DTI™ EPS™
   V3 INTERFACE

Technopolymer, waterproof (IP67) - dual output for bar-end 
controls and brake controls - wireless system to communicate with 
“MyCampy” App by PC / Notebook / Tablet / Smartphone (BTLE)

45

   BAR-END 11S
   SHIFTING LEVERS

technopolymer body - aluminium levers - Back to Zero position - 
adjustable initial position - Multi-shifting System™ - micrometric 
adjustment of the front derailleur -  with ATHENA 11s drivetrain 
compatible

167

   BAR-END 10S
   SHIFTING LEVERS

technopolymer body - aluminium levers - Back to Zero position - 
Adjustable initial position - Multi-shifting System™ - micrometric 
adjustment of the front derailleur -  with Campagnolo 10s drivetrain 
compatible

167

   BAR-END
   BRAKE LEVERS

technopolymer body - leva in alluminio - aerodynamic profile - 
ergonomic profile for the levers - Quick-release system

106

   RECORD™ PISTA™
   CRANKSET

165, 170 mm
47, 48, 49, 
50, 51, 52

 requires b.b.  L. 111 mm (asymmetrical)

592

   RECORD™ PISTA™
   BOTTOM BRACKET

ENG axle L. 111 mm (asymmetrical) - composite and light alloy cartridge - 
light alloy cups - without sealings 220

   RECORD™
   HEADSET    

BC 1”x24tpi - height 36.5 mm - light alloy with steel inserts - cup and 
cone system 104

* Average weight - it refers to the lighter specification among the available options.

   COMPONENT OPTIONS FEATURES WEIGHT (G.)*

   ATHENA™ 11X3
   ERGOPOWER™
   CONTROL LEVERS

Deep black 
Bright Silver
Alu/Carbon     
                 

Dedicated left control for triple drivetrain for caliper brakes - 
composite body - Power-Shift mechanism - ergonomic brake lever 
with high pivot - ergonomic lever 3 - closer brake lever - brake 
opening control integrated with the brake lever - insert for large 
hands - Vari-Cushion™  silicone hoods - No-Bulge™ housing path 
- minimum friction housings - front derailleur micro-adjustment 
possibility - multiple shifting 

372

   ATHENA™ 11X3
   FRONT DERAILLEUR

Braze-on/clip-on 
(Ø 32 and 35mm)

For triple 11x3 crankset - capacity 16 - chainring max 52 - chainring 
min. 30 - anti-friction insert - Nickel-chromium fork - surface 
treatment.

101

   ATHENA™ 11X3
   REAR DERAILLEUR

Long cage
Black Silver

upper to lower pulley-axle: 82 mm - aluminium outer plate - 
parallelogram with 11s geometry - die-cast aluminium upper body 
- lightened special rubber pulleys

216

   ATHENA™ TRIPLE
   POWER-TORQUE™
   11X3 CRANKSET

170, 172.5, 175mm   
30-39-52
Black Silver
Carbon

Hollow aluminium hand crank - forged aluminum cranks - light alloy 
fixing bolts and nuts - light alloy chainrings - chainrings with XPSS™ 
(eXtreme Performance Shifting System) - chainrings with silver 
anodization - 8 pins on the large chainring - integrated POWER-
TORQUE™ axle - requires POWER-TORQUE™ BB cups

904

TRIPLE

GROUPSETS
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POWER TORQUETM

THREAD PRESS-FIT

ITA BSA BB30 BB86 PF30 BB30A BB386

70x (36x24 tpi) 68x (1,37”x24 
tpi) 68x42 86,5x41 68x46 73x42 86,5x46

OC13-CEI OC13-CEG IC15-PT42 IC15-PT41 IC15-PT46 IC15-PT7342 IC15-PT386

ULTRA TORQUETM

THREAD PRESS-FIT

ITA BSA BB30 BB86 PF30 BB RIGHT BB386

70x (36x24 tpi) 68x (1,37”x24 tpi) 68x42 86,5x41 68x46 79x46 86,5x46

OC12-SRI OC12-SRG

OC12-REI OC12-REG IC15-RE42 IC15-RE41 IC15-RE46 IC15-UTR51E IC15-UT386

OC12-SRI OC12-SRG

OC12-REI OC12-REG IC15-RE42 IC15-RE41 IC15-RE46 IC15-UTR51E IC15-UT386

Uniquely compatible with all the frames on the market. 
Thanks to accurate design that meets client needs, Campagnolo® cranksets can in fact be fitted to any type of frame: from the 
standard Italian to English types, to Press-Fit central movements of 86.5x41, BB30 68x42, BB30 68x46 and 86.5x46, with new design 
to improve coupling with Press-Fit central movements on the market. This means the well-known advantages of stiffness, lightness 
and performance over time typical of Campagnolo® cranksets remain unaltered.  

This solution offers many advantages, one of which is the ability to change frames without having to purchase a new crankset. This 
allows Campagnolo® to maintain the tried, tested and proven geometries and designs of the Ultra-TorqueTM crankset without having to 
modify the crankset itself for the wide array of standards available currently. 

Campagnolo’s integrated cups, available for Ultra-TorqueTM cranksets as well as the Power-Torque System, have the same functionality 
as other systems but with the added technical advantage of maintaining the widest stance possible for the bearings. This reduces lateral 
forces acting on the bearings and makes for a smoother and more reactive performance that is more durable over time.

INTEGRATED CUPS NOTES

GROUPSETS
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ITALY - CENTRAL SERVICE CENTER
Campagnolo SRl HeadquaRteRS
Via della Chimica, 4
36100 Vicenza
ph. +39 0444 225600
Fax +39 0444225606
service.campagnolo@campagnolo.com 

AUSTRALIA
Bike SpoRtz impoRtS
23C - 23d industrial drive
3195 Braeside (Victoria)
ph. +61 (03) 9587 2344
Fax +61 (03) 9587 6951
agiblett@bikesportz.com.au

de gRandi CyCle and SpoRt
419-425 moorabool St.
3220 geelong (Victoria)
ph. +61 (03) 5221 5099
Fax +61 (03) 5222 3850
shane@degrandi.com.au

BENELUX
inteRnational CyCle ConneCtion B.V. - i.C.C.
Communicatielaan 5a
4538 terneuzen, BV
ph. +31 (0)115 649321
Fax +31 (0)115 649110 
info@i-c-c.nl

BRAZIL
dipSa
Rua Barão do Rego Barros, 510
Cep. 04512-041 São paulo - Sp
ph. (55) (11) 5093-4364
dipsa@dipsa.com.br

CANADA
CyCleS lamBeRt inC.
1000, Rue des Riveurs
qC g6V 9g3 levis
ph. +1 418 835 1685 - +1 418 835 5659
Fax +1 418 8355322
 
CyCleS maRinoni inC.
1067, levis
J6W 4l2 lachenaie- quebec
ph. +1 450 4717133
Fax +1 450 4719887 

gReat WeSteRn BiCyCle
232 West 7th ave
V5y 1m1 Vancouver
British Columbia
ph. 1 604 872 2446
Fax 1 604 872 0226
sales@gwbicycle.com

CHINA - HONK KONG
CHeung kee CyCle Co.
1B, Fuk yip Building, 12
kik yeung Road
yuen long n.t. - Hong kong
ph. +852 2247 46794
sales@ckcycle.com

CHINA - HONK KONG
iRon oRe Co ltd
Hong kong, 3/F, Wing Wah ind. Bldg.
137 yeung uk Road 
tsuen Wan - Hong kong
ph. +852 357 63839
Fax +852 357 63837
ccheng@ironorechina.com

CYPRUS
RaCing CyCleS ltd
poefiriou dikaiou 1
2414 egkomi
nicosia
ph. +357 22 270766
cyprus@racingcycles.eu

COLOMBIA
StRong man
Calle 68 nr. 29-42,
Barro 7 de agosto
Bogota 
ph. 3138305556

CZECH REPUBLIC
SiReR S.R.o.
Vit. Halka, 368
266 01 Beroun
ph. +420 775 590 956
Fax +420 608 241 691
campagnolo@sirer.cz
 
DENMARK 
peak Bike apS
Svejsegangen 3-1
tH 2690 karlslunde
ph. +45 4492 2800
info@peakbike.dk

ECUADOR
CuBaBike
avenue Carlos Julio arosemena
tola guayaquil
090615 el paraíso
ph. (593) 045035657
ventas@cubabike.com.ec

ESTONIA
denaRo team
männiku tee, 96g
11316 tallin
ph. 0037 25051209
Fax 0037 26779051 

FINLAND
VeloSpoRt ky
mäkelänkatu, 95
Helsinki
ph. +358 10 321 9200
 
FRANCE
Campagnolo FRanCe SaS
za du tissot
42530 St genest - lerpt
ph. +33 (0)477 556305

GERMANY
Campagnolo deutSCHland gmBH 
alte garten 62
51371 leverkusen
ph. +49 (0)214-206 95 320
Fax +49 (0)214-206 95 315
 
GREECE
aCtiVe zone netWoRk S.a.
Varis-koropiou & makedonias, 2
16672 Vari - athens
ph. +30 210 9612929
info@cyclist.gr

CyCleS FiduSa - gioRgio VoyatziS & Co. 
th. Sofuli 97
85100 Rhodos
ph. +30 2241 021264
Fax +30 2241 021519 

RaCing CyCleS gReeCe ltd
15123 marousi - attiki 
ph. +30 210 3312610
sales@racingcycles.eu 

HUNGARY
FeliCeBike kFt
Segesvari utca,
271194 BudapeSt
ph. +36 70 3846394
info@silverbridge.hu 

JAPAN
Campagnolo Japan ltd
65 yoshidamachi, naka-ku
231-0041 yokohama
ph. +81 45 264 2780
Fax +81 45 241 8030 

NEW ZEALAND
WH WoRRall Co. ltd.
43 Felix St./penrose
p.o. Box 12481 - auckland
ph. +64 9 6360641
Fax +64 9 6360631
 
POLAND
p.H.u. WeRtykal S.C.
ul. Rodziny poganow, 76
32-080 zabierzow 
ph. +48 12 346 16 69
Fax +48 604 07 70 94
serwis@wertykal.com

WeRtykal SHop
ul. Slaska 116
32-080 zabierzow 
ph. +48-12- 346 16 69 
Fax +48-12- 378 94 79 
sklep@wertykal.com

PORTUGAL
VieiRa gRaça & C.a. lda
Via industrial 2, lote 7
2200-293 arantes
ph. +35 1241371766

ROMANIA
HigH end audio SRl
24a Braziliei St.
11783 Bucharest 1
ph. 0040 744566889
Fax 0040 212301069 

SINGAPORE-MALAYSIA-INDONESIA
kian Hong CyCle pte ltd
13 kaki Bukit Road 1 #02-08
415928 eunos technolink
ph. +65 67495787
smiek@khcycle.com.sg 

SLOVAK REPUBLIC
eximo S.R.o.
mierove namestie 30/24
Sk -01851  nova dubnica
ph. +421 948 394 666
eximo@eximo.sk 

SLOVENIA
maxiSpoRt d.o.o.
Smartinska cesta
2111000 ljubljana
ph. +386 1 541 10 60
Fax +386 1 541 67 61
servis@maxisport.si

SPAIN
Campagnolo iBeRiCa S.l.
avda. de los Huetos 46 pab. 31
1010 VitoRia
ph. +34 945 217195
Fax +34 945 217198
campagnolo@campagnolo.es

SOUTH AFRICA
CyCling J&J (pty) ltd.
169 meerlust Street 
Willow glen - pretoria
ph. +27 012 8075570
Fax +27 012 8074267 

SOUTH KOREA
daeJin inteRnational
977-6, daejam-dong, nam-gu pohang
kyoungsangbuk-do
ph. +82 54 275 2216
info.bianchi@yahoo.co.kr

dongJin impoRtS Co. ltd
560-5 Banghak-dong dobong-gu
Seoul
ph. +82 2 4997053
kennedy.dongjin@gmail.com

VeRy good leiSuRe Co. ltd
#7 nonhyun dong, gangnam gu
135-810 Seoul
ph. 82 2/30144075 

SWITZERLAND
CeRta Sports trading gmbH
Blegistrasse 17b
6340 Baar 
ph. +41 (0)43 810 27 56
info@certa-sports.ch

u.g.d. SpoRt diFFuSion S.a.
la taille
2053 Cernier
ph. +41 32-8536363
Fax +41 32-8536464
info@ugd.ch 

TAIWAN
Colmax inteRnational ltd
taiwan Branch (H.k.)
no. 70, taiyi Rd, Rende dist.
717 tainan City 
ph. +886 62055300
Fax +886 2056901
sales@colmax.com.tw 

THAILAND
uWC ltd (tCa)
SeRViCe CenteR Bangkok
777/5, mue 5, tip 6, t. Bangpla
10540 a. Bangplee, Samutprakarn
Bangkok
ph. +66 217 07904
Fax +66 217 07905 

uWC/tCa
SeRViCe CenteR CHiang mai
44/1 devarit Rd., t. Changpurk
50300m a. muang - Chiang mai
ph. +66 53 406 292
Fax +66 53 406 295 

uWC/tCa
SeRViCe CenteR Hat yai
1899/23 panpruksa,
Sanambin-lopburiramet Rd.
90110  t. kuanlang a. Hat yai, Songkla
ph. +66 74 536 456
Fax +66 74 800 463

UNITED KINGDOM
CHiCken CyClekit
unit b2, Cherrycourt Way
lu7 4uH Bedfordshire
ph. +44 (0) 1525 381347
Fax +44 (0) 1525 385361
sales@chickencyclekit.co.uk

CyCle SpoRt noRtH ltd
unit 363 leach place,
Walton Summit Centre
pR5 8aR Bamber Bridge - preston
lancashire
ph. +44 (0) 1772 339220
Fax +44 (0) 1772 339290
sales@cyclesportnorth.co.uk

UNITED KINGDOM
i-Ride
unit 7-8B mid Sussex Business park,
ditchling Common ind. est.
Bn6 8Se Folder lane east
ditchling, Sussex
ph. +44 (0) 1444 243000
Fax +44 (0) 1444 239215
service@i-ride.co.uk

VeloteCH CyCling ltd
37 dinglederry olney Bucks
mk46 5eS Buckinghamshire 
ph. +44 (0) 7533 129 435
velotechcycling@aim.com

U.S.A.
Campagnolo noRtH ameRiCa inC.
5431 avenida encinas, Suite C
92008 Carlsbad Ca
ph. +1 760 9310106
Fax +1 760 9310991
service@campagnolona.com

oCHSneR int. inC.
246 e. marquardt drive
60090-6430 Wheeling 
ph. +1 8474658200
Fax +1 8474658282 

quality BiCyCle pRoduCtS
6400 W. 105th Street
mn 55438-2554 Bloomington
ph. +1 9529419391
Fax +1 9529419799
 
tHe HaWley Company, inC.
1181 South lake drive
SC 29073-7744 lexington
ph. +1-803 359 3492 x 192
Fax +1-803 359 1343 

ITALY (CENTRAL)
tel. +39-0444-225600
Fax: +39-0444-225400

FRANCE
tel. +33-477-554449
Fax: +33-477-556345

GERMANY
tel. +49-214-206953-20
Fax: +49-214-206953-15

SPAIN
tel. +34-945-217195
Fax:+34-945-217198

U.S.A.
tel. +1-760-9310106
Fax: +1-760-9310991

JAPAN
tel. +81-45-264-2780
Fax: +81-45-241-8030

SERVICE CENTERS

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

CAMPAGNOLO® SERVICE CENTER

The Service Center is the reference point for all Campagnolo® dealers and its aim is to provide an adequate after-sales service to 
Campagnolo® users. Service Centers are a territorial extension of Campagnolo srl and work exclusively with dealers, no exceptions made. 
The Service Centers handle two activities: After-sales Service and Spare Parts Service. 

The After-sales Service provides technical assistance for products under guarantee or otherwise, enabling cyclists to enjoy the first-class 
characteristics of Campagnolo® products for long, without forfeiting safety, performance and endurance. 
The Spare Parts Service handles the distribution of spare parts. Campagnolo® possesses a large inventory of spare parts and is able to 
replenish its distribution system adequately in relatively short times. 

We therefore advise you to refer to your Campagnolo® dealer for any expert action required by your bikes - these dealers are the only ones 
supported by the constant, skilled collaboration of Campagnolo® Service Centers.
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ARGENTINA
AngEl diAz
Av. mosconi 2255
C1419 Buenos Aires 
Ph. +54 1145716481
info@rodadosdiaz.com.ar
 
AUSTRALIA
BikE SPORtz imPORtS
23C - 23d industrial drive
3195 Braeside (Victoria)
Ph. +61 (03) 9587 2344
Fax +61 (03) 9587 6951
agiblett@bikesportz.com.au
 
dE gRAndi CyClE&SPORt
419 moorabool Street
3220 geelong ViC
Ph. 03 5221 5099
Fax 03 5222 3850
shane@degrandi.com.au

AUSTRIA
nSPORtS HAndElSAgEntuR
AlExAndER niEdERStEttER
goethestraße 8 
Hohenems Vorarlberg
Ph. +43 5576 74015
Fax +43 557674153
alexander@nsports.at

BELGIUM
COdAgEx
zandbergen 10
2480 dessel
Ph. 0032 14 34 74 74
info@codagex.be

VdB PARtS n.V.
industriepark noord 24 A
9100 Sint-niklaas
Ph. +32 (0) 37807130
Fax +32 (0) 37807144

BRAZIL
diPSA
Rua Barão do Rego Barros, 510
CEP. 04512-041 São Paulo - SP
Ph. (55) (11) 5093-4364
dipsa@dipsa.com.br 

CANADA
CyClES lAmBERt inC.
1000, Rue des Riveurs
qC g6V 9g3 levis 
Ph. +1 418 835 1685 - +1 418 835 5659
Fax +1 418 8355322
  
CyClES mARinOni inC.
1067, levis J6W 4l2
lachenaie - quebec
Ph. +1 450 4717133
Fax +1 450 4719887
  

CANADA
gREAt WEStERn BiCyClE
232 West 7th Ave
V5y 1m1 Vancouver
British Columbia
Ph. 1 604 872 2446
Fax 1 604 872 0226
sales@gwbicycle.com

CHILE
kEdRuk y ViROVkO ltdA
kyV CyCling
lo Beltran 1979
7640541 Vitacura - Santiago
Ph. +56 2/9866449
info@kyvcycling.cl
 
CHINA - HONK KONG
CHEung kEE CyClE CO.
1B, Fuk yip Building, 12
kik yeung Road yuen long
yuen long n.t. Hong kong
Ph. +852 2247 46794
sales@ckcycle.com
 
iROn ORE CO ltd
Hong kong, 3/F, Wing Wah ind. Bldg.,
137 yeung uk Road
tsuen Wan Hong kong
Ph. +852 357 63839
Fax +852 357 63837
ccheng@ironorechina.com

St. RidER BEiJing
gao Bei dian, CHAO yAng district 
Beijing
Ph. +8689035750
Fax +8689036165
zhangjuzheng@striderchina.com
 
tHE Wing’S COmPAny
1b, maple Court, 222 Fa yuen
St. mongkok kowloon
Hong kong 
Ph. +852 23812635
the_wings_co@hotmail.com
  
COLOMBIA
StROng mAn 
Calle 68 nr. 29-42, Barrio 7 de Agosto
Bogota
  
CYPRUS
RACing CyClES ltd
002 Oaka - tennis Olympic Center,
38 Athalassis Avenue, off. 101 
Strovolos, nicosia 
cyprus@racingcycles.eu
 
CZECH REPUBLIC
SiRER S.R.O.
Vit. Halka, 368
266 01 Beroun
Ph. +420 775 590 956
Fax +420 608 241 691
campagnolo@sirer.cz

DENMARK
PEAkBikE APS
Svejsegangen 3-1
tH 2690 karlslunde
Ph. +45 4492 2800
info@peakbike.dk
 
ECUADOR
CuBABikE
Avenue Carlos Julio Arosemena tola 
guayaquil 
090615 El Paraíso
Ph. (593) 045035657
ventas@cubabike.com.ec

ESTONIA
dEnARO tEAm
männiku tee, 96g
11316 tallin
Ph. 0037 25051209
Fax 0037 26779051 

FINLAND
VElOSPORt ky
mäkelänkatu 95
610 Helsinki
Ph. +358 9795468
Fax  +358 9795498
info@velosport.fi
 
FRANCE
CAmPAgnOlO FRAnCE SAS
zA du tissot
42530 St genest - lerpt
Ph. +33 (0)477 556305
   
GERMANY
AStRO RAd + tEilE + zuBEHöR
Angerstraße 4
96231 Bad Staffelstein 
Ph. +49 9573 96030
info@astro-rad.de

CAmPAgnOlO dEutSCHlAnd gmBH
Alte garten 62
51371 leverkusen 
Ph. +49 (0)214-206 95 320
Fax +49 (0)214-206 95 315
  
CCm-SPORt gmBH
Von-Wrangell-Str. 5
53359 Rheinbach
Ph. +49 2226 9065-0
ccm-sport@t-online.de

diEgElmAnn & JACOBi gmBH
in den nassen 4
65719 Hofheim am taunus
Ph. +49 6192 929360
info@diegelmannjacobi.de

EngElBERt WiEnER BikE PARtS gmBH
max-Planck.Str. 8
97526 Sennfeld
Ph. +49 9721 65010
info@bike-parts.de

GERMANY 
HERmAnn HARtJE kg
deichstraße 120-122
27318 Hoya 
Ph. +49 4251 811-20
info@hartje.de

RA-CO gmBH
Fichtenweg 37
99098 kerspleben
Ph. +49 36203 6140
info@ra-co.de

RAikO gmBH
Radsportgroßhandel Feldstr. 7
53340 meckenheim
Ph. +49 2225/706710
info@raiko.de

JAPAN
kAWASHimA CyClE SuPPly
3-3-16 kitasho-cho, Sakai-ku, Sakai
590-0007 Osaka
Ph. +81 722386126
Fax +81 722224379
info@riogrande.co.jp
 
niCHinAO SHOkAi
221 Shinzen-cho, Soka
340-0054 Saitama
Ph. +81 489539771
Fax +81 489539774
info@nichinao.co.jp
 
POdium CO. ltd.
2-8-15 kitanosho-nichi machi
630-8452 nara
Ph. +81 742643555
Fax +81 742643556
info@podium.co.jp
 
yOkOHAmA SAnnOW SPORtS
242-1 Higashikibougaoka, Asahi-ku
241-0826 yokohama
Ph. +81 453643792
Fax +81 453627916
info@sannowsports.jp 

GREECE
ACtiVE zOnE nEtWORk S.A.
Varis-koropiou & makedonias, 2
16672 Vari - Athens
Ph. +30 210 9612929
info@cyclist.gr
 
CyClES FiduSA
th. Sofuli 97
85100 Rhodos
Ph. +30 2241021264
fidusagv@otenet.gr
 
INDIA
gAyAtRi multitRAdE llP
536/537,5th Floor nirmal Avior
lBS marg, mulund West
mumbai
Ph. +91 9819069519
mastermindbikes@gmail.com

ISRAEL
Amit lEVinSOn ltd
25 Sheshet Hayamin Str.
qiryat Haim, Pob 252 26101  
Ph. +972 3 5612520
info@amitbike.co.il 

INDIA
gAyAtRi multitRAdE llP
536/537,5th Floor nirmal Avior
lBS marg, mulund West
mumbai
Ph. +91 9819069519
mastermindbikes@gmail.com

ITALY
For information on the distribution 
network please contact
CAMPAGNOLO S.R.L. Headquarters 

NETHERLANDS
HAndElSOndERnEming tEHAVA B.V.
tomeikerweg 31
6161 geleen RB
Ph. +31 (0) 464752100
Fax +31 (0) 464750424 

intERnAtiOnAl CyClE COnnECtiOn 
B.V. - i.C.C.
Communicatielaan 5A 4538
terneuzen, BV
Ph. +31 (0)115 649321
Fax +31 (0)115 649110
info@i-c-c.nl

JunCkER BikE PARtS
(Accell nederland B.V.)
Wilmersdorf 37
7327 Ad Apeldoorn
Ph. +31 (0)318 55 30 30
Fax +31 (0)318 55 32 11 
  
NEW ZEALAND
dE gRAndi CyClE & SPORtS nz ltd
19 nuttall drive
8022 Hillsborough-Christchurch
Ph. +64 33891205
jonny@degrandi.co.nz
 
W.H. WORRAll & CO. ltd
43 Felix Street Penrose
PO box 12481 Auckland
Ph. +64 96360641
david@worrall.co.nz 

NORWAY
RACing dEPOt A/S
gravarsveien 36
Sandnes
Ph. +47 51686270
morten.forus@racingdepot.no

PHILIPPINES
ykk tRAding
68-74 legaspi Street
6000 Cebu
Ph. +63322558853
johngm@ykkbikes.com

RUSSIA
BORdmAn ltd
Varshavskoe Shosse, Apt.1,
Building 1_2, Room 33
moscow
Ph. (495) 7821742
dn_artamonov@mail.ru 

SINGAPORE
kiAn HOng CyClE PtE ltd
13 kaki Bukit Road 1 #02-08
415928 Eunos technolink
Ph. +65 67495787
smiek@khcycle.com.sg 

SLOVENIA
mAxiSPORt d.O.O.
Smartinska cesta 211
1000 ljubljana
Ph. +386 1 541 10 60
servis@maxisport.si
 
SPAIN
CASA mASFERRER, S.A.
Pol. ind. Congost Avda. S. Julian 
granollers, Barcelona
Ph. +34-93 8463 444
Fax +34-93 846 5355
masferrer@casamasferrer.com
 
COmEt diStRiBuCiOnES COmERCiAlES Sl
Poligono Erratzu, 440, APdO. 191
urnieta (guipuzcoa)
Ph. +34-943 330 965
Fax +34-555 658
comet@comet.es
 
JAimE llOREntE S.l. diSt. CiCliStAS
Capitan Blanco Argibay, 139
madrid
Ph. +34-91 315 3496
Fax +34-91 3230652
info@jaimellorente.com 
  
SOUTH AFRICA
RiBBEnS intERnAtiOnAl CC
169 meerlust Street - Willow glen 
Pretoria
Ph. +27 0128075570
jr@jjcycling.co.za 

SOUTH KOREA
dAEJin intERnAtiOnAl
15 Hyoseong-Ro, nam-gu,
Pohang-Si 
gyeongsangbuk-do
Ph. +82 54/275.2216
info.bianchi@yahoo.co.kr
 
dOngJin imPORtS CO. ltd
560-5 Banghak-dong dobong-gu 
SEOul
Ph. +82 2 4997053
kennedy.dongjin@gmail.com

CAMPAGNOLO S.R.L.
Via della Chimica, 4 
36100 Vicenza - itAly
tel. +39-0444-225500
Fax: +39-0444-225400
E-mail: sales@campagnolo.com

FRANCE
CAMPAGNOLO FRANCE SAS
zA du tissot
42530 St gEnESt - lERPt 
tel. +33-477-556305 
Fax: +33-477-556345
E-mail: campagnolo@campagnolo.fr

GERMANY
CAMPAGNOLO DEUTSCHLAND 
GMBH
Alte garten 62 
51371 lEVERkuSEn 
tel. +49-214-206953-0
Fax: +49-214-206953-15
E-mail: campagnolo@campagnolo.de

JAPAN
CAMPAGNOLO JAPAN LTD
65 yoshidamachi, naka-ku, 
yOkOHAmA
231-0041 
tel. +81-45-264-2780
Fax: +81-45-241-8030
E-mail: info@campagnolo.jp

SPAIN
CAMPAGNOLO IBERICA S.L.
Avda. de los Huetos 46. 
Pab. 31 - 01010 VitORiA
tel. +34-945-217195
Fax:+34-945-217198
E-mail: campagnolo@campagnolo.es

TAIWAN
PRIMATEK LTD
no. 1, gongyequ 37th Rd.,
xitun dist.,
taichung City 407, taiwan R.O.C.
tel. +886-4-23506831
Fax:+886-4-23596764

UNITED STATES
CAMPAGNOLO NORTH AMERICA 
INC.
5431 Avenida Encinas, Suite C -
CARlSBAd CA 92008 - u.S.A.
tel. +1-760-9310106 
Fax: +1-760-9310991
E-mail: info@campagnolona.com

BENELUX
INTERNATIONAL 
CYCLE CONNECTION I.C.C.
Communicatielaan 5A
4538 BV tERnEuzEn
nEtHERlAnd
tel. + 31 (0)115 649321
Fax: + 31 (0)115 649110
E-mail: info@i-c-c.nl
Web: www.i-c-c.nl

BRANCH OFFICES HEADQUARTERS AGENT  NETWORK

SALES NETWORK

SWITZERLAND
CERtA SPORtS tRAding gmBH
Blegistrasse 17b
6340 Baar
Ph. +41 (0)43 810 27 56
info@certa-sports.ch

gPR Ag
neugrütstraße 4 b
8610 uster
Ph. +41 44 9449393
info@gprag.ch

SWITZERLAND
u.g.d. SPORt diFFuSiOn S.A.
la taille
2053 CERniER
Ph. +41 32-8536363
Fax +41 32-8536464
info@ugd.ch
 
THAILAND
uWC ltd
777/5 moo. 9 krongkarn tip 6
Bangpla, Bangplee
Samutprakam
Ph. +66 23673470
kanate@uniwave.net 

TAIWAN
COlmAx intERnAtiOnAl ltd
taiwan Branch (H.k.)
no. 70, taiyi Rd, Rende dist.
717 tainan City
Ph. +886 62055300
Fax +886 2056901
sales@colmax.com.tw

UCRAINA
VElOFm gROuP
geroev Stalingrada Str.,156-A
49057 dnepropetrovsk
Ph. +38056 7885858
sport@velofmgroup.com.ua

UNITED KINGDOM
CHiCkEn CyClEkit
unit b2, Cherrycourt Way
lu7 4uH Bedfordshire
Ph. +44 (0) 1525 381347 
Fax +44 (0) 1525 385361
sales@chickencyclekit.co.uk
 
CyClESPORt nORtH ltd
unit 363 leach Place,
Walton Summit Centre,
Bamber Bridge - Preston, lancashire
Ph. +44 (0) 1772 339220 
Fax +44 (0) 1772 339290
sales@cyclesportnorth.co.uk

FiSHER OutdOOR lEiSuRE limitEd
8/9 Brick knoll Park, Ashley Road
Al1 5ug St. Albans, Hertfordshire
Ph. +44 (0) 1727 798 345
Fax 0800 980 7129
customerservice@fisheroutdoor.co.uk

UNITED KINGDOM
i-RidE.CO.uk
13 Apex Park - diplocks Way
Bn27 3Ju East Sussex
Ph. +44 (0) 1323 445155 
Fax +44 (0) 1323 845 849
campagnoloservice@jiimwalker.co.uk
 
J.d. WHiSkER ltd
16-24 Brownfields
Welwyn garden City, Hertfordshire
Ph. +44 (0) 1438 798772
   
mikE dixOn imPORt ltd
unit 4 Wellington Point,
Amy Johnson Way,
Blackpool Business Park-Blackpool
Ph. +44 (0) 1438 798772 
mdi.ltd@btconnect.com 

U.S.A.
gitA SPORting gOOdS
12600 Steele Creek Road
28273-3730 Charlotte, n.C.
Ph. 800 366 4482
Fax 704 588 4322
  
J&B imPORtS
11925 SW 128th St.
33186 miami, Fl
Ph. 305 238 1866
Fax 305 235 8056
  
OCHSnER int. inC.
246 E. marquardt drive 
60090-6430  Wheeling
Ph. +1 8474658200
Fax +1 8474658282
  
quAlity BiCyClE PROduCtS
6400 W. 105th Street
55438 Bloomington, minnesota
Ph. 9529419391
Fax 952.941.979999391
  
tHE HAWlEy COmPAny
1181 South lake drive
29073-7744 lexington, SC
Ph. 803 359 3492 x 149
Fax 800 822 1985

SALES NETWORK
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CAMPAGNOLO S.R.L.
Via della Chimica, 4
36100 Vicenza - itAly
Phone: +39 0444 225500
Fax: +39 0444 225400

www.campagnolo.com

Campagnolo®, Campy™, Super Record™, Record™, Chorus™, 
Athena™, Potenza 11tm, EPS™, Ct™, Centaur™, Veloce™, mirage™, 
xenon™, myCampy™, mygarage™, myEPS™, mySessions™, ESP™, 
ESP™ ACtuAtiOn SyStEm™, ultra-Shift™, Vari-Cushion™, no-
Bulge™, OS-Fit™, ultra-link™, Cult™, uSB™, xPSS™, mPS™, 
Power torque System™, Power torque +tm, Power-Shift™, Embrace 
technology™, S2 System™, CSd™, BE 11™, Revolution 11™, Campy 
tech lab™, 2-Way Fit™, ultra-Fit™ tubeless, 3diamanttm, Hyperon™, 
neutron™, Proton™, Eurus™, zonda™, Scirocco™, Vento™, Vento 
Asymmetric™, Bora™, ghibli™, Pista™, khamsin™, khamsin 
Asymmetric™, Shamal™, Bullet™, time trial™, Ergobrain™, Symmetric 
Action™, z-shape™, m-brace™, Even-O™, Superlative™, Floating-link-
Action™, Hd-link™, Hd-l™, Exa-drive™, ultra-drive™, Pro-Fit™, 
Pro-Fit PluS™, differential brakes™, threadless™, Hiddenset™, 
Hiddenset ttC™, ttC™, Ergopower™, BB System™, C10™, C9™, 
Ed™, ud™, ultra narrow™, Over-torque™, ut™, ultra-torque™, 
Over-torque™ technology, ultra-Hollow™, Skeleton™, quick Shift™, 
qS™, Escape™, infi nite™, Champ triple™, Race triple™, Comp triple™, 
HPW™, mega-g3™ , g3™, grouped Spokes™, dPRO™, dual Profi le™, 
ultralinear-geometry™, ultralinear™, differential rims™, differential 
spokes™, ultra™, ultra Aero™, dRSC™, RdB™, Spokes Anti-Roation 
System™, Spoke dynamic Balance™, Comp ultra™, Comp One™, 
3diamant™, dynamic Balance™, Full Carbon™, multidirectional™, 
unidirectional™, AC-H™, AC-S™, SC-S™, Big™, miro™, Pro-Shop™, 
tecnologia ed Emozione™, Pure Performancetm, are Campagnolo Srl 
trademarks.

Cronitect® is a registered trademark of Schaeffl er group

qR Code® is registered trademarks of dEnSO WAWE inCORPORAtEd.
Copyright(C) 2000-2010
dEnSO WAVE inCORPORAtEd 
All right reserved
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